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Prologue

In the aftermath of Turkey’s devastating 1999 earthquakes it was apparent to the Swiss Agency
for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and its partners in the relief effort that something
needed to be done to reduce the people’s lack of preparedness and sense of abandonment.
Among the local residents and survivors, in particular, there was an urgent need to assume
an active role in protecting their families and neighbors against a future disaster.

The simple idea behind the Neighborhood Disaster Volunteer (NDV) approach is that, by
joining together in neighborhood-based groups and acquiring appropriate skills, organization
and equipment, people can be empowered to build local preparedness and respond adequately
when disaster strikes. The NDV network is a partnership between neighborhood groups and
disaster management authorities. By strengthening civil society and building practical links
to government systems, NDV has become a working example of governance as the core
principle of successful disaster management.

The NDV approach has indeed been successful. From the first pilot neighborhoods it has
evolved in five years into a rapidly expanding network of more than 2000 volunteers organized
into over 40 neighborhood groups in three provinces, including metropolitan Istanbul. Regular
exercises and self-initiated activities demonstrate the competence and unbroken enthusiasm
of the volunteers.

For SDC, the accomplishments of the Turkish NDV comprise an invaluable resource of experience
and knowledge which, through appropriate application in other settings, has considerable
potential for further evolution and growth. The present “Resource Package” is proposed as a
practical tool for promoting this process.

Head of Division Middle East and North Africa
Humanitarian Aid Department

Barbara Dätwyler Scheuer
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INTRODUCTION

1.INTRODUCTION
Aim: To outline the purpose and content of the “NDV-
Resource Package”, in particular Part 1, the “Decision-
makers’ Guide”.

Expected benefit: The reader will be able to
decide whether the “Resource Package” is relevant
to his/her concerns – and whether it is worthwhile
to continue reading.
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INTRODUCTION

The impact of natural
hazards is rising.

Disaster risks exist in nearly
every setting.

The challenge of reducing
vulnerability concerns all
segments of the society.

Neighborhood disaster
volunteers enhance the
contribution of civil society
to disaster risk
management.

1.1 Origins of the NDV approach

Three-quarters of the world’s population live in areas that have experienced extreme natural events such as
earthquakes, tropical cyclones, floods or droughts in the period from 1980 to 2000. The resulting disasters
have caused a total of over 1.3 million casualties – an average of 184 deaths per day worldwide – in the
period. Furthermore, the impact of natural hazards on human and economic development has been rising
due to the increasing vulnerability of human populations.

These stark facts raise several critical points. First, disaster risks of one kind or another threaten almost every
setting. Second, the impact of a natural hazard depends not only on the magnitude of the event, but also
on the vulnerability of the affected society. Third, society’s vulnerability to disaster is determined by a wide
range of economic, social and institutional factors, as well as by physical development. Fourth, as a
consequence of the previous points, it is apparent that the challenge of reducing vulnerability concerns all
segments of the society, not just the responsible specialized agencies. These points are well illustrated by
the experience of the Turkish Neighborhood Disaster Support Project (NDSP), which forms the basis of the
present “Resource Package” (see Box 1).

Box 1. Origins of the NDV approach

In August and November 1999, Turkey’s Eastern Marmara region was hit by two major earthquakes, which
left more than 18,000 people dead, nearly 50,000 people injured, and about 360,000 buildings damaged
or destroyed. The direct economic impact of the quakes was estimated at USD 5 billion, or 2.5 % of Turkey’s
GNP.
The catastrophe greatly exceeded the coping capacity of national disaster response systems. Local emergency
response units, including the military, experienced heavy damage and losses themselves, and much of the
available response force had to attend to numerous industrial sites, which posed the threat of secondary
disasters through fires and/or chemical contamination. For most residents, assistance only arrived days after
the event; until then, people confronted the disaster on their own, with whatever resources they could muster.
Following the Marmara earthquake, responsible authorities and international relief agencies attempted to
draw lessons from the experience. Together with local partner organizations, Swiss Agency for Development
Cooperation (SDC) organized a “Disaster Management Conference” near Izmit in July 2000. While stressing
the role of local residents in rescuing earthquake victims, conference participants recognized that their efforts
were seriously constrained by the people’s poor state of awareness and lack of skills, as well as the absence
of appropriate organization and equipment. The central conclusion was that the disaster response capacity
of the population could be significantly improved by training and equipping neighborhood volunteer groups
for disaster preparedness and light rescue work immediately following a disaster. The Swiss supported
Neighborhood Disaster Support Project (NDSP) was organized with the express aim of developing and testing
this concept.

The results of NDSP have been very positive. Neighborhood Disaster Volunteers (NDV) had evolved, by mid-
2005, into a network of over 1700 active members structured into 40 neighborhood groups and three
provincial associations. The NDV comprises an independent civil society organization with close functional
links to the official disaster management system, demonstrated disaster response capacity and significant
growth potential. By its nature and mission, the network is determined to expand to throughout Turkey.
Furthermore, the basic approach is deemed to be valid and applicable to other countries and regions, which
are subject to similar natural hazards.
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INTRODUCTION

1.2 Objectives and content of the “Resource Package”

Convinced of the value and broader applicability of the Turkish NDV experience, SDC has decided to
promote and, if appropriate, support replication of the NDV approach in other settings. This Resource Package
is an initial step in that direction. The three-part Package is addressed to decision-makers in government, civil
society and development agencies involved in disaster management, as well as to project managers,
community activists, field officers and staff who assume responsibility for building and/or supporting community-
based disaster response capacities. The main objectives are to:

1. Demonstrate that neighborhood-level capacity-building can significantly reduce local vulnerability 
to disaster, while increasing the contribution of civil society to national disaster management.

2. Describe how a network of neighborhood-based disaster volunteers may be initiated and supported, 
with practical step-by-step guidance for the implementation and development processes.

3. Provide a wide range of instruments, tools and generic documents that facilitate the implementation 
process.

Following these objectives, the Resource Package is structured into three Parts:

• Part 1, Decision-makers’ Guide, introduces the justification for neighborhood disaster volunteers (NDV), 
describes how they function and identifies the main aspects and issues to be considered when preparing
a project to establish and support an NDV network.

• Part 2, Implementers’ Workbook, explains the essential components of an NDV support project with 
detailed step-by-step description of activities and procedures to be followed, check-lists of aspects to be
considered, reminders and warnings – based on the lessons of NDV support projects that have been 
implemented to date.

• Part 3, Implementer’s Tools, contains tested tools and sample documents that may be adapted and used
by the implementers for efficient and orderly implementation of the project; it is available in CD format 
only.

As the reader moves from part to part, he/she will have access to more details and practical information.
In order to facilitate easy reading, the parts are logically interrelated, including hyperlinks in the electronic
version (Part 3).

1.3 Structure of the “Decision-makers’ Guide”

Following this general introduction:

Chapter 2 (“Why are NDVs needed?”) outlines basic concepts for determining whether a network of
neighborhood disaster volunteers is justified in a particular situation. The NDV approach is described as an
effective way of increasing the contribution of civil society to disaster risk management.

Chapter 3 (“What is the NDV approach?”) explains the organization and functioning of the neighborhood
disaster volunteer system. The approach is portrayed as a partnership between civil society, local authorities
and the official disaster management system.

Chapter 4 (“How can an NDV network be established?”) outlines the main features of a support project
to develop a sustainable NDV network.

Chapter 5 summarizes the main factors that need to be considered when deciding to undertake an NDV
Support Project: need, potential, willingness and resources.

The “Resource Package” is a
practical guide for preparing

and implementing an NDV
support project.

The “Resource Package”
consists of three levels with

increasing detail and
specificity.

“Part 1” is a guide for
justification and preparation
of an NDV support project

(NDV-SP).
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WHY ARE NDV’S NEEDED?

2. WHY ARE NDV’S 
NEEDED?

Aim: To introduce concepts and experiences that are relevant
to assessing the need for neighborhood disaster volunteers
(NDVs).

Expected benefit: The reader will be able to judge the
potential relevance of neighborhood disaster volunteers in his/her
particular situation.
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2.1 Key questions

What is the role of local residents in disaster risk management? What can be done to enhance their
contribution? Why should authorities, development agencies and/or civil society organizations support the
development of a network of neighborhood disaster volunteers (NDV)?

For government authorities, civil society organizations and donor agencies, the decision to support the
development of an NDV network must be justified in terms of the institution’s mission and role in the field of
disaster risk management. In general, decision-makers need to assess the prevailing disaster risks, devise
an effective risk reduction strategy and identify the appropriate role of disaster volunteers within this strategy.

The present chapter examines these questions more closely, beginning with an introduction of the basic
concepts involved.

2.2 Elements of disaster risk management

The fundamental challenge of disaster risk management may be summed up in a simple formula:

Disaster Risk = Hazard - Vulnerability

Disaster risk (the probability of a certain level of harm to life, property, natural environment and the
economy) is a function of hazard (the likelihood of an extreme natural event of certain intensity) and
vulnerability (the susceptibility of affected persons, communities or societies to harm).

The key concept, vulnerability, expresses the capacity – or, more exactly, the lack of capacity – to anticipate,
resist, cope with and recover from the impact of a hazard. Capacity may thus be understood as the inverse
of vulnerability (see: www.csc.noaa.gov/vata/glossary.html#a for further definitions).

As noted, vulnerability is determined by a wide range of factors, including: natural setting (geological features,
proximity to seismic fault lines, etc.); physical development (types and standards of construction, industrial
installations, etc.); economic (resources available to cope with disaster, etc.), social  (risk awareness,
preparedness and organization of the population) and institutional (staffing, skills and organizational capacities
of disaster management systems).

This does not mean, however, that economic development necessarily reduces vulnerability. Highly developed
societies may be quite vulnerable to disaster due to their dependency upon exposed technical systems, for
example. On the other hand, societies with relatively low economic development are often vulnerable due
to the limited availability of resources and/or organizational capacities to prepare for, respond to and recover
from disaster. The level and nature of vulnerability varies not only among societies but also among particular
groups and communities within a particular society.

Disaster risk assessment may be approached in a formal way, applying statistical methods to quantify
the magnitude of harm and the probability that it will occur at a given location within a particular period of
time. However, social scientists and disaster professionals generally agree that such quantitative analysis is
not always required. It is often sufficient to make a qualitative assessment of risks in order to identify a
problem, understand its significance and decide upon an appropriate course of action.

Building on available information regarding prevailing hazards and risks, vulnerability assessment
examines the extent, location and timing of risk exposure of particular population groups, structures and
essential services. It is concerned with the state of preparedness and functional capacities of disaster risk
management systems, including intangible factors such as awareness, skills and organization as well as more
tangible factors such as available equipment and facilities. Such assessment comprises a crucial basis for
identifying priorities and planning specific measures for building capacity – i.e. reducing vulnerability.

Disaster risk management comprises the full range of policies, legal instruments, organizations, proce-
dures, facilities and equipment for reducing and coping with disaster risks. Approached in an integrated way,
disaster risk management encompasses three phases of the disaster risk cycle: prevention, response and
recovery (see Illustration 1).

WHY ARE NDV’S NEEDED?

Support to neighborhood
disaster volunteers must be
justified within an overall
strategy of disaster risk
management.

Disaster risk is caused by
prevailing hazards and
society’s vulnerability.

Capacity is the inverse of
vulnerability.

Vulnerability is determined by
physical, economic, social
and institutional factors.

Qualitative assessment of risks
may be sufficient to identify
the critical problems.

Vulnerability assessment
examines the risk exposure
of specific groups,
structures and services.

Assessment is also
concerned with available
capacity to mitigate and
cope with risks.
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Integrated disaster risk
management encompasses
three phases of prevention,

response and recovery.

“Prevention” aims at the
systematic mitigation

and /or elimination of risks.

“Response“ aims to improve
the capacity of public

agencies and civil society to
respond effectively when

disaster strikes.

“Recovery“ aims to increase
society’s capacity to return to

normalcy after a disaster.

Cost-effective disaster risk
management depends upon
the involvement of all levels

of society.

Neighborhood capacity to
manage seismic risks is

relevant to other risks as well.

• Prevention aims to reduce the harm that would be caused to 
people, property and the environment by a potential hazard 
through the systematic mitigation and/or elimination of risks. With
regard to earthquake hazard, for example, relevant measures 
would include:
— Micro-zoning and related urban planning to prevent construction

at particularly dangerous locations
— Building code regulations and retro-fitting to ensure that structures

are able to withstand seismic shocks
— Protection or back-up of lifeline infrastructure and vital services
— Public campaigns promoting protective measures at home (e.g. 

attaching heavy furniture to the wall, etc.).
• Response measures aim to reduce risks and vulnerability by improving the capacity of public agencies,

communities and the public at large to respond appropriately and effectively when disaster strikes. In 
the case of seismic risks, relevant measures include:
— Establishing effective emergency communication systems
— Organizing and drilling crisis- or disaster management centers
— Training and equipping professional search and rescue staff
— Planning and strengthening the response capacities of public services such as fire departments, police,

medical facilities, army and volunteer civil defense services
— Training, organizing and equipping local disaster volunteer groups
— Building awareness of the population at large.

• Recovery refers to the plans, organizational capacities, facilities and materials required for a rapid return
to normalcy following a disaster. Pertinent measures for seismic risks include:
— Arrangements for emergency provision and restoration of infrastructure services (water, electricity, 

telecommunication and transportation facilities)
— Emergency housing solutions
— Insurance schemes and financial support to speed the recovery of households and private enterprises
— Preparation of community-based and volunteer organizations for clean-up and reconstruction programs.

Integrated disaster risk management requires assessment, strategy formulation and capacity-building at each
phase of the risk cycle and each level of the society: national, provincial and local. Each level faces particular
challenges, and each has particular strengths and potentials to contribute to disaster risk reduction and
management. By involving each level of the society and ensuring coordination and an appropriate division
of tasks between these levels, the integrated approach is able to lower  vulnerability and reduce disaster
risks with greater cost effectiveness.

The remaining sections of this document focus on the neighborhood level, with the aim of identify the specific
strengths, potential contributions and weaknesses of local residents and “spontaneous” disaster volunteers.
The discussion is framed in terms of earthquake hazards, drawing upon the experiences of the Turkish NDV
network. However, capacities which are established with regard to seismic risks may be relevant to a wide
range of hazards, including floods, land-slides and forest fires, as well as technical incidences such as traffic
accidents and domestic fires.

Illustration 1. Disaster risk cycle



2.3 The role of local residents in disaster response

Worldwide experience demonstrates that no official disaster
response system can cope adequately with a major seismic
disaster. Such disasters may occur only once in several decades
and the cost of establishing and maintaining a truly adequate
response mechanism would be prohibitive. Thus, when disaster
strikes, several days may elapse before official response teams
reach all stricken sites. In consequence, a large portion of
earthquake victims is rescued not by professionals but by local
residents, neighbors and family members. This was a central
lesson of the Marmara earthquake (see page 1), and it is
confirmed by international experience.

Local residents push themselves to the limit in their wholehearted
efforts to rescue loved ones and neighbors. Besides pulling
victims from the rubble, their contributions include the provision
of vital assistance and support which, in the chaotic environment
of the disaster, is extremely important for the survival of victims.

However, in spite of these efforts, the effective contribution of local residents’ is severely limited by their lack
of preparation. Most “spontaneous volunteers” have scant knowledge or skills regarding search and rescue
processes, handling of victims, first aid techniques, etc. There is no team organization or communication
structure between them and essential rescue equipment, tools and materials are generally missing. Poorly
prepared rescuers may actually cause unnecessary injury to the disaster victims and themselves. When pro-
fessional civil defense teams do arrive on the scene, there is no clear basis for their collaboration with poorly
organized local volunteers.

2.4 The NDV approach

The Neighborhood Disaster Volunteers (NDV) approach is designed to mobilize the potentials of local residents
while systematically addressing their weaknesses. A carefully designed program of training and practical
exercises imparts the basic knowledge, skills and confidence that volunteers need for effective disaster
response. The organization required to coordinate activities – and to maintain group preparedness over the
long term – is provided by an NDV group structure with clearly defined roles, functions and procedures.
Finally, the effectiveness of volunteers is enhanced by protective clothing, appropriate tools and equipment.

Neighborhood-based approaches are particularly effective because of their adaptation to the specific
vulnerabilities, problems and priorities of the local population. Vulnerability is reduced not only by building

WHY ARE NDV’S NEEDED?

Local relief efforts are
severely limited by lack of
preparation and skills.

“Spontaneous” rescuers
may even injure disaster
victims – and themselves.

The NDV approach builds
on inherent strengths of
local residents while
addressing their
weaknesses.

Local vulnerability is best
reduced by strengthening
civil society.
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disaster victims
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2.5 NDV role in integrated disaster risk management

Applying the concepts outlined above, an initial assessment of the potential role of NDVs in the context of
integrated disaster risk management would involve following steps:

A. Review of relevant hazards
Estimates of seismic hazards are available in most settings. For other natural hazards, historical data 
normally form a solid basis for estimating the likelihood of occurrence of a hazard of a given intensity 
within a particular period.

B. Assessment of disaster risks
According to the formula – disaster risk = hazard vulnerability – risk assessment requires an estimation 
of the vulnerability of particular population groups and facilities in the risk area. An integrated approach
would consider all three phases of the disaster risk cycle at each level of the society (see Section 2.3). 
Vulnerability assessment should consider spatial aspects (e.g. accessibility of communities) as well as 
timing (e.g. the crucial impor tance of the period immediately following an event).

C. Formulation of an integrated strategy for disaster risk management
The strategy should address identified risks and vulnerabilities, covering all three stages of the disaster 
risk cycle: prevention, response and recovery. It should encompass three lines of action:

1) Increasing the resilience of structures, infrastructure and facilities through appropriate physical investments
(e.g. retrofitting, etc.)

2) Building the capacity of the official disaster management system at national, provincial and local 
levels, and

3) Assisting the population, communities and civil society organizations to reduce their vulnerability 
through strengthened preparedness and disaster response capacity.

D. Identifying the role and functions of civil society
Within the integrated risk management strategy, the specific role and functions of civil society in general,
and neighborhood-based volunteers in particular may be identified. Appropriate programs may than be
elaborated to strengthen the capacity of civil society to play the anticipated role.

When planning civil society capacity building programs, the potential contribution of neighborhood disaster
volunteers (NDV) should be considered at all three stages of the risk cycle:

• Preparation. Their presence in the community enables NDV groups to enhance local disaster awareness
by conducting schools programs and public information campaigns, for example, and through informal
contacts. NDV groups may identify specific local disaster risks and promote risk mitigation at community
and household levels.

• Response. Neighborhood-based groups are able to respond almost immediately when disaster strikes. 
With their practiced skills, team organization and equipment – as well as local knowledge and high 
motivation – NDVs are effective in light search and rescue, administering first aid, care of victims, 
fire-fighting, site organization, traffic direction and the like. Furthermore, team organization facilitates the
integration of NDV into official response efforts, significantly extending the capacity of the official system.

• Recovery. After a crisis, NDVs may contribute significantly towards local clean-up, recovery and 
development processes thanks, in particular, to their recognized community status and familiarity with local
conditions and potentials.

While the NDV approach has many advantages, it evidently does not reduce existing needs for physical
improvements and a capable official disaster management system. The approaches are complementary and
improvements are normally required in all three areas. The central lesson is that a balanced strategy of disaster
management necessarily involves civil society capacity-building and active participation of the population.
The NDV approach, described in more detail in the following chapter, is a tested and effective way to achieve
these aims.

Seismic hazard estimations
are available in most areas.

Vulnerability assessment must
also consider aspects of

location and timing.

Integrated risk management
encompasses three

components: physical
resilience, official capacities
and the role of civil society.

Civil society capacity-building
is an integral part of risk

management strategy.

NDV groups enhance local
disaster preparedness.

NDV can respond
immediately and effectively

when disaster strikes.

NDV play a lead role in
recovery following a disaster.

Civil society contributions do
not reduce the need for an

effective official disaster
management system.
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3. WHAT IS THE NDV
APPROACH?

Aim: To describe the working principles, organization and
partnership arrangements which comprise an NDV network.

Expected benefit: The reader will be able to judge the
potential contribution and sustainability of an NDV network
in his/her situation.
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3.1 Principles and challenges of the NDV approach

The NDV approach is based on several working principles, in particular: 1) volunteerism;
2) neighborhood-based organization; 3) systematic capacity building; 4) bottom-up organizational development;
and 5) partnership between government and civil society. Each present specific challenges, which need to
be addressed to establish an effective and sustainable network of disaster volunteers.

3.1.1 Volunteerism
An NDV network depends upon volunteerism: the willingness of people to contribute their time, energy and
resources to training, organizational activities and community service. This willingness is motivated, mainly,
by people’s concern to protect themselves, their family and their neighbors from the impact of a natural hazard.
Other individual and social interests are also be involved, of course, but the basic motivation stems from
people’s conviction that, by joining together with their neighbors and acquiring appropriate skills, they can
do something to reduce disaster risks.

Risk awareness, which is important for potential volunteers, can normally be promoted through information
campaigns. However, such campaigns are not likely to be successful if a certain level of awareness does
not exist already. Furthermore, hazards such as major earthquakes are (fortunately) infrequent, and people
tend to become complacent. The main challenge, in this light, is to sustain volunteers’ awareness and motivation
over the long term.

The NDV approach addresses this challenge through its well-elaborated organizational model and a strategy
for sustainability which links capacity-related activities to the regeneration of volunteer motivation (see Section
3.2.2).

3.1.2 Neighborhood-based organization
The essential unit of the NDV network is the neighborhood-based group, whereby “neighborhood” refers,
here, to a specific portion of a city, town or village with a recognized administrative and social identity. In
general, it is an entity with which the residents readily identify. The basic reason for organizing NDV into
neighborhood-based groups relates to their greater effectiveness in disaster response, preparedness and
recovery as compared with individual volunteer systems, for example (see section 2.5). Furthermore,
neighborhood-based organizations have distinct advantages regarding the recruitment of volunteers. As
demonstrated by the Turkish NDV experience, the best way to mobilize new volunteers is through direct
contacts with local leaders and their networks. Most volunteers confirm that their initial interest was awakened
by participating friends or neighbors. Finally, the shared perspective of neighbors facilitates the evolution of
NDV groups into broadly-based and sustainable civil society organizations.

At the same time, implementation of the neighborhood-based approach poses three important challenges.
First, the approach must generate effective disaster response capacity in different neighborhoods with a wide
variety of physical characteristics, socio-economic conditions, education levels, and past disaster experiences.
Second, the neighborhood groups need to be self-sustaining over a long period with a minimal amount of
external support. This is not evident in view of the fact that community-based organizations normally exhibit
a “life cycle” – arising response to a particular problem or interest and fading into inactivity once a solution
is found or, as often happens, no solution can be found. Third, the common experience of community-based
initiatives – to be locally effective but lacking in wider impact – must be overcome.

The NDV approach addresses these challenges through a robust organizational model, which combines local
“ownership” of the relatively autonomous neighborhood groups with an expandable network structure, which,
at the same time, reinforces and supports the individual neighborhood groups.
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Disaster volunteers are
motivated by the desire to
protect their loved ones from
natural hazards.

The main challenge is to
sustain volunteers’ motivation
over time.

The NDV approach aims at
reinforcing volunteers’
motivation.

The neighborhood basis
enhances the effectiveness of
disaster volunteers.

The neighborhood basis also
facilitates recruitment and
improves the sustainability of
the volunteer system.

The NDV program must be
applicable in a wide range
of neighborhoods.

Community-based initiatives
often have a short life-cycle
and no larger scale impact.

NDV combines local
ownership with an
expandable network structure.



3.1.3 Systematic capacity-building
Capacity, as noted, is the inverse of vulnerability (Section 2.2) and, in this sense, capacity-building is the
central task of an NDV program. Capacity-building is understood here as a process whereby individuals
and organizations acquire the ability to perform certain functions, solve problems, and set and achieve
objectives. Training is evidently an important component of the process. However, beyond the transfer of
information and skills, capacity-building implies the creation of a fertile environment within which the “seeds”
of training can grow and become effective. Organizational development and the provision of appropriate
instruments are essential aspects of the process.

The main challenge of an NDV program is to mount a capacity-building program that is feasible in terms of
required time and resources, while being effective in its long-term impact on neighborhood disaster management
capacity.

The NDV approach addresses these challenges through a standardized training program which is linked to
a dynamic process of group formation and organizational development. (See Section 3.2.2.)

3.1.4 Bottom-up organizational development
The NDV program aims to establish a network of neighborhood-based volunteer groups throughout the area
of a prevailing hazard. The effort would not be justifiable or sustainable for a few neighborhood groups in
a limited area. Furthermore, the existence of a large number of local groups creates a potential for exchange,
cooperation and joint activities, which contribute at the same time to the strength of each member group.

However, an extensive network requires an appropriate organizational structure. The challenge, in this regard,
it to establish an appropriate organizational hierarchy which respects and reinforces the local “ownership”
and relative independence of the member groups while bundling their strength to accomplish essential support
and expansion functions.

The NDV approach addresses this challenge through a process of bottom-up development to produce a
balanced, three-tier structure comprised of neighborhood, provincial and central (or national) organizations.
In principle, each higher-level organization evolves through the joining together of the “lower” units. As the
overall structure gathers strength, certain functions that had been centrally provided – by an NDV support
project, for example – are progressively “decentralized” to the lower-level organizations. In time, a central
NDV organization assumes complete responsibility from the “external” NDV support project. (See Section
3.3.)

3.1.5 Partnership between civil society and government
Although it is a relatively independent a civil society organization, the NDV network depends for its practical
effectiveness and legitimacy on linkage to the official disaster management system. The approach thus aims
to build strong working partnership between the NDV network, local authorities and the official disaster
management agencies.

The main challenge regarding civil society-government partnership is to ensure that disaster authorities achieve
adequate control of the volunteers’ disaster related procedures and performance standards, and operational
authority over the volunteers during disaster response, while, at the same time, respecting the independence
and self-management needs of the NDV network.

The NDV approach to this challenge is based on well-defined training standards and regulations and a system
of bylaws and agreements defining each level of the organizational structure. The central organization –
which includes official participation – remains the final guarantor of the NDV principles and quality standards,
ensuring their compatibility with official requirements (see Section 3.4).
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3.2 Building volunteers’ capacity

3.2.1 Components of disaster response capacity
In NDV approach, neighborhood-based capacity for disaster response has three components: appropriate
skills, organization and equipment. To acquire these components, NDVs require:
• An appropriate program of training and practical exercises
• Organizational support to establish an active neighborhood-based group
• Locally accessible facilities and equipment.

Training
The basic training course for new volunteers – normally a group of 35 to 50 participants from the same
neighborhood – includes 32 hours of instruction and practical exercises organized into five training modules
(see Illustration 3).

Basic training is followed by a regular program of refresher training conducted, for the most part, by the NDV
groups themselves. Additionally, special training is organized for group leaders and those who want to
advance their competence in fields such as first aid and SAR. Besides imparting skills, training familiarizes
participants with the concept and mission of the NDV network, and its role in national disaster management.
Volunteers gain appreciation of their limitations as well as their capacities. Finally, an underlying purpose of
the basic training course is to facilitate formation of a neighborhood group with a common purpose, solidarity
and trust.

Organizational support
Neighborhood-based NDV groups require a well-defined organizational structure in order to: sustain group
cohesion; maintain disaster response preparedness; manage interactions with authorities, and; coordinate
response when disaster strikes. The NDV group has two main components: a neighborhood disaster committee
(NDC) with clearly defined role and functions, and participating volunteers, who are organized into operational
teams.

The Neighborhood Disaster Committee (NDC) comprises about seven members, including: the chairman –
who assumes the position ex officio as administrative head of the neighborhood – and six other members
elected by the group from their ranks. Three of the elected committee members fill clearly defined positions
of: volunteer coordinator; logistics specialist; risk/damage assessor. The other three back-up these functions.
In effect, the NDC comprises the group’s leadership and management team. Regular members are organized
into four operational teams of 8-12 volunteers each, an elected leader, and agreed mobilization procedures.

Based on the Turkish NDV experience a 5-part set of bylaws has been elaborated which specifies: 1) tasks,
responsibilities and procedures of NDC committee members; 2) procedural rules and regulations for regular
volunteers; 3) training standards and methodology; 4) crisis center regulations; and 5) mobilization procedures.
(See Part 3 for the bylaw texts).

Facilities and equipment
Without appropriate equipment volunteers’ disaster response capacity would be very limited. Moreover, to
enable rapid response, the equipment must locally available. To satisfy these requirements, the NDV approach
provides three types of equipment to each NDV group following their successful completion of basic training:
• Personal equipment including protective clothing, helmet and boots.
• Team equipment, including electric generators, halogen lamps, electric hammer, hydraulic jacks, two-way

radios, sledgehammers, shovels, ropes, ladder, etc.
• Steel container which, besides storing team equipment, serves as the “crisis center” and meeting place 

for the group.
15
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Illustration 3. NDV basic training program
Training module Length Instructors
Disaster preparedness 3 hours Teachers, engineers and other professions
Basic firefighting / prevention 6 hours Professional firefighters
Basic first aid 10 hours Emergency medical service doctors/nurses
Basic search & rescue (SAR) 11 hours Civil defense SAR technicians and experts
Disaster psychology 2 hours Psychologists
TOTAL 32 hours

NDV groups are composed
of a disaster committee (NDC)
and regular volunteers,
organized into operational
teams.

NDV capacity depends on
the local availability of
equipment.



Besides protecting the volunteers, the orange-colored uniform enhances their visibility and allows them to be
recognized as disaster workers during an emergency. An important secondary effect is the promotion of
group identity.

The container is placed on an accessible and (as far as possible) safe site near the center of the neighborhood.
Normally, this would be public land such as a school yard. NDV bylaws contain clear regulations for the
care and maintenance of all three categories of equipment.

3.2.2 Motivation and sustainability
The effectiveness and sustainability of the NDV system depend on the volunteers’ awareness of disaster risks,
their motivation to address these risks, and their willingness (and ability) to commit the required resources of
time, money and kind. The crucial issue is: how can awareness, motivation and resource commitment be
generated and sustained over time?

As noted, awareness of disaster risks may not be sufficient to sustain the motivation of a most of volunteers
over the long-term. It is thus crucial that volunteers’ activities – besides maintaining readiness – also generate
satisfaction in the short-term.

Experience shows that people’s interest and incentive to participate in NDV activities can, in fact, be sustained
through: confirmation of acquired skills and capacities, enjoyment of social activities; satisfaction of community
service; and recognition – by officials and the public – of the volunteers’ contribution. The key requirements
are visible measures of disaster-related performance and feedback links between relevant performance and
the incentives, that drive people’s participation (see Illustration 4).

Besides “internal” feedback, the NDV network also requires “external” support from a project or central
agency in order to initiate, guide and sustain development processes. In the Turkish case, the NDSP project
provided these inputs during the pilot phase. However, project support is of limited duration and the approach
foresees establishment of a central organization, which assumes the remaining central support functions from
the project. This bottom-up institutionalization strategy is described in the following section.
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Illustration 4. Sustainable neighborhood-based disaster response capacity
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3.3 Bottom-up organizational development

The structure of the NDV network comprises three inter-linked organizational tiers: the neighborhood, provincial
(or regional) and national (or central) levels.

3.3.1 Neighborhood level
Neighborhood NDV groups are the essential “building blocks” of the NDV network (see Section 3.2.2).
Formed through the standardized basic training and organization processes, they become the point of
reference and identity for the participating volunteers. The relatively small size and local origins of the groups
facilitate their development into authentic community-based organizations, which are managed by locally
elected leaders and “owned” by the members themselves.

While the NDV groups may not be very strong or independent when originally formed, they have considerable
potential to evolve into effective civil society organizations base on: shared concern for disaster issues;
common training experience; clearly defined organizational and procedural structures, and; relative autonomy
in their choice of leaders and activities. The NDV experiences in Turkey indicate that most groups develop
significant functional capacities in a number of areas, including: refresher training; equipment maintenance;
motivational activities; etc. (see Annex 1).

3.3.2 Provincial or regional level
Provincial level NDV associations grow out of volunteers’ concern to secure the status and recognition of their
local groups and to establish a framework for cooperation and joint activities with other groups. Registration
as an association is an important condition for such functions as fund-raising, while also facilitating such
practical tasks such as obtaining a telephone connection.

As the provincial associations become stronger, they assume an increasing share of functions that were
originally provided by the NDV support project (see Annex 1). This progressive decentralization of functions
is of crucial important for the central organization, which would otherwise face continually rising support
responsibilities as the number of neighborhood groups expands.

3.3.3 National or central level
Once the NDV network has evolved into a sufficiently large and self-sufficient civil society organization a
central support unit (CSU) may be to take over the role and functions originally provided by the support
project. Alternatively, an existing organization may be designated to assume this role. The appropriate
institutional form for the CSU may vary from county to country; in Turkey, the foundation embodied the best
mix of stability, linkage to authorities and independence.

The central support organization (NDV-CSU) is responsible for four main functions:
1. Standards

The CSU defines standards of performance, quality and procedures for volunteer training, equipment 
and organization of the NDV network. It monitors conditions and performance in these areas and 
introduces corrective measures when needed.

2. Resources and support
The CSU mobilizes and channels resources – equipment, materials, technical assistance and funding for
defined tasks and activities – to NDV groups and associations. It also assists neighborhood and 
provincial NDV organizations to themselves to mobilize required resources.

3. Public information and awareness
The CSU supports awareness building with regard to disaster risks, and the role of local communities 
in disaster management. It promotes the NDV network by disseminating information on its concept, 
activities and achievements.

4. Platform for participation and exchange
Finally, the CSU serves as a platform for participation and exchange, facilitating cooperation between 
stakeholders and enabling each to contribute more effectively to the common aim of disaster risk 
management.

While representing the interests of the NDV groups and associations, the CSU must – as keeper of NDV
quality standards – remain to some degree independent of the main body of the network. Independence
also enables the CSU to serve as an open platform for exchange with other stakeholders.
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3.3.4 Organization of the NDV network
The three-tier NDV network organizational structure with its links to authorities and other stakeholders is depicted
in Illustration 5.

Illustration 5. Organizational diagram of the NDV Network
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3.4 Partnership between government and civil society

3.4.1 Purpose and forms of partnership
Working relationships between the NDV network and the official disaster management system are essential
to the NDV operational effectiveness; formal relationships are needed to legitimize the role of NDV in disaster-
related activities. Partnership links are thus developed at each level of the NDV network:
• At the individual level, t rained NDV become registered civi l  defense volunteers.
• At the neighborhood level, government is formally involved through the administrative head of the 

neighborhood who is ex-officio chairman of the local NDV committee (NDC). In practical terms, 
governmental disaster professionals contribute with training inputs.

• At provincial level, NDV associations establish cooperation agreements with the official system.
• At the central level, finally, the participation of officials on the CSU (or NDV Foundation) board assures 

government involvement. The CSU would establish working agreements with certain government agencies
regarding standards and procedures for training and volunteer engagement.

3.4.2 Policy context
The types of linkage and cooperation that develop between the NDV network and government agencies
depend to some extent upon prevailing policies towards civil society participation. In most countries the legal
framework provides for the participation of volunteers in the national disaster management system. Furthermore,
government institutions may be authorized to delegate tasks that are mandated to them – for example, the
training and support of disaster volunteers – to other organizations – such as universities, professional
organizations or civil society organizations – which have the necessary expertise. Such provisions facilitate
cooperation between NDV and the official disaster management system.

3.4.3 Operational risks
The NDV approach poses certain “operational risks” that need to be understood and addressed. First, disaster
response activities such search and rescue SAR, even “light“ SAR, are inherently dangerous. However, the
NDV only receive basic training. They do not have professional qualifications and the risk of injury to them
and others cannot be eliminated. Where there are risks, liability is also an issue. In most countries liability
of this type is not regulated and legal cases may arise in the event of injury.

Second, NDV are not likely to be as dependable as professional rescue workers. They have chosen to serve,
and may also choose not to serve for various personal reasons. Thus, disaster management officials may
be hesitant to base plans on inputs from the NDV network. Finally, some volunteer groups may be formed
without adequate training, organization and guidance. In an actual event, the coordination of their activities
with those of professionals may be difficult to the point that their presence is counter-productive.

The Turkish NDV experience has shown that these operational risks can be managed with appropriate
organizational inputs and care. In another setting, the significance of these risks and the capacity to manage
them need to be assessed.
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HOW CAN AN NDV NETWORK BE DEVELOPED?

4. HOW CAN AN NDV
NETWORK BE DEVELOPED?

Aim: To describe the processes, organization and efforts required for a project
to establish an NDV network.

Expected benefit: The decision-maker will be better able to assess the
feasibility of an NDV Support Project (NDV-SP) in the given situation.
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4.1 Project preparation

Considerable effort is required over several years in order to establish NDV on a sustainable basis. To facilitate
the process, an appropriately designed, broadly supported and adequately funded project is required.

4.1.1 Partnership
The decision to mount an NDV support project (NDV-SP) should be backed by a solid consensus among
stakeholders of the need for an NDV system, as well as clear commitment of key stakeholders to contribute
required support to the effort.

Potential partners
The main stakeholders and potential partners include:
• National disaster management authorities
• Provincial authorities and disaster management officials
• Civil society organizations involved in disaster and/or community issues
• University institutes concerned with natural hazards
• Professional organizations concerned with disaster risk management
• Private sector companies concerned with disaster risks
• Donor and development agencies, both multilateral and bilateral.

Project agreements should be concluded with those organizations and agencies that are intended to play a
specific role in authorizing, funding, implementing and/or supporting the project and NDV network.

Conditions of partnership
Productive partnerships are based on recognized compatibility between the interests of each participant,
complementary capacities, clearly delineated roles and responsibilities, transparency and mutual trust. Key
partners must participate in the planning of project objectives and activities. To promote transparency and
mutual understanding, the project should elaborate specific, well defined and feasible objectives and targets,
which do not give rise to unrealistic expectations.

4.1.2 Project design
In principle, the process of project identification cover the stages outlined in Section 2.5:
1. Agreement on relevant hazards
2. Assessment of disaster risks, vulnerability and weaknesses in the existing disaster management system
3. Formulation of an overall strategy for integrated disaster risk management – identifying the potential 

contribution of all stakeholders
4. Elaboration of a civil society capacity-building program centered on NDV.

Interest in assessing vulnerability and, in particular, weaknesses in the existing disaster risk management
system, is normally heightened in the aftermath of a major disaster. If possible, however, a review should
be undertaken without waiting for the next disaster. Assessment of the current strengths and weaknesses of
disaster risk management – based on past experiences – may be employed to structure a participatory process
of decision-making regarding possible need for an NDV support project (NSV-SP).

Once broad consensus has been reached regarding an NDV-SP and agreements-in-principle have been
obtained regarding participation of the main partner organizations, a detailed project document should be
formulated and agreed with the active partners. The document should describe the main objectives, components,
approach, organization and budget of the project. As an instrument for project management, the document
need not contain too much detail. Specifics of the implementation program and methodology may be modified
in the course of implementation. (A model project document is provided in Part 3.)
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Illustrative goals and objectives
The goal of NDV-SP would be to:
establish an extendable and sustainable network of neighborhood disaster volunteers which enhances the
disaster-response capacity of the local population and links this capacity to the official disaster management
system.

Components
NDV-SP would comprise three components with fol lowing object ives and act ivi t ies:

1.  Support: to enable establishment and expansion of the NDV network.
Main activities:
• Detailed planning for NDV training and organizational development support
• Recruit and train trainers
• Prepare material and logistics
• Organize program implementation with local and neighborhood authorities
• Implement the program of mobilization, training, organization, and follow-up support.

2. Steering: to adapt the Project’s implementation strategy to evolving conditions and potentials 
while generating information, understanding and documentation to support institutionalization.
Main activities:
• Process monitoring and evaluation
• Review and improve the NDP support implementation strategy, schedule, methods, materials, staffing,

partnership agreements, etc.
• Provide inputs for planning and guiding the institutionalization strategy
• Modify and up-date the NDV approach and model for future replication.

3. Institutionalization: to promote the formation and development of sustainable NDV organizations at 
provincial, national and neighborhood levels while securing their linkage to the official disaster management
system.
Main activities:
• Animate discussions on institutionalization with all stakeholders
• Support participatory formulation of development strategies
• Assist implementation of the institutionalization plan
• Plan and implement organizational capacity-building
• Conduct associated public relations and promotional activities.

Approach
The NDV approach is defined not just by the inputs that it provides to the volunteers, but by the kinds of
relationships and interactions that it establishes with them. Volunteers and local leaders are approached not
just as beneficiaries but also as responsible actors and partners. Support is demand-driven, depending on
initiatives and commitment of the project partners. The project approach would strive for:

• Self-selection of participating neighborhoods
• Neighborhood contributions as a pre-condition for Project inputs
• Step-by-step project engagement based on a standard procedures
• Transparent, clearly formulated and simple agreements regarding roles, responsibilities and procedures.

Every project requires an “exit strategy”. This is particularly true of an NDV-SP which mobilizes a large number
of volunteers and community organizations that are in some way dependent on a central support organization.
If the project time runs out before the needed central organization can be established, an alternative solution
or contingency strategy – for example, hand-over to an existing organization – must be foreseen.
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4.1.3 Project organization
Organizational structure
The project organization should be quite simple, consisting of a steering committee (SC) and a project
management unit (PMU).

The Steering Committee comprises representatives of the main project partners, in particular central and
provincial government authorities responsible for disaster issues. Ideally, representatives of all main stakeholder
groups should be included. The main responsibilities of the Steering Committee are:

• Policy guidance: relating NDV-SP policy to the national and provincial policy context, confirming the 
project document, and annual work schedules, approving neighborhood selection procedures and criteria,
confirming the conditions for Project expansion.

• Supervision: overseeing the Project’s work plan and milestones, reviewing quarterly reports, evaluation 
and results.

• Coordination: promoting exchange and cooperation between participating agencies and organizations,
networking and coordination with national government agencies and related projects.

Furthermore the Steering Committee may play an important role in guiding and promoting the Project’s
institutional strategy (see Section 4.4) – possibly forming the core of an “interest group” that would establish
the Central Support Unit

The Project Management Unit (PMU) is a team of professionals and support staff charged with implementing
the Project specified in the agreed Project Document, with the possible assistance of partner organizations.
The exact role and structure of the PMU must be adapted to changing needs and conditions tasks as the
NDV network expands in number and geographically, and institutionalization development advances.

Management and staffing
The core professional staff of PMU would include:

• Project Manager with overall responsibility for implementation of the NDV-SP. Besides overseeing 
day-to-day implementation of Project operations by the field staff (component 1), the PM is responsible 
for monitoring and “steering” functions (component 2), and institutional development (component 3).

• Field Officers and field assistants (as required) responsible for component 1, including working contacts
with the neighborhoods and partners, and implementation of the neighborhood development cycle.

• Logistics Officer responsible for the selection and procurement of individual and team equipment and 
overseeing the appropriate placement and maintenance of this equipment.

The task of building up an NDV network is very demanding in terms of time, organization and pressures.
Besides professional competence, a high level of dedication is an important quality of the PMU staff.

Facilities and equipment
A project office is required for the PMU team. The size needs to be selected with a view towards possible
staff expansion as the NDV network and support needs grow. It should, of course, be easily accessible –
considering the mobility requirements of the field staff – and, as far as possible, secure from natural hazards.

Appropriate means of transportation are essential to facilitate implementation of an intensive training schedule.
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4.1.4 Resources
Costs
Project costs may be usefully structured into five categories:

• PMU operations: office overhead, salaries and personnel expenditures.
• Pre-training: preliminary fieldwork, promotional material, training of trainers, staff capacity building, etc.
• Training: planning and implementation of basic training for NDV volunteers.
• Materials and equipment: equipment procurement and distribution.
• Follow-up support:  continuing support activities for NDV groups.

The major budget items are PMU operations, mainly staff salaries, and equipment costs, which vary directly
with the number of implemented neighbohood groups. In the Turkish experience, equipment costs amount to
about USD 12,000 per neighborhood. Follow-up support costs generally grow with the size of the NDV
network. However, the progressive decentralization of functions to the provincial associations reduces follow-
up costs per neighborhood.

Funding
The financial and material resources required for Project implementation may come from several sources,
including: international donor agencies; national  and / or provincial government; private sector
(e.g. equipment suppliers); and, NDV organizations at neighborhood, provincial and central levels.

In the normal case, an international agency such as SDC would provide financial assistance and expertise
for a pilot project to initiate the NDV development process. During the Project, domestic sources must be
found to cover the operating and expansion costs of the NDV network, replacing donor assistance channeled
through the NDV-SP. Government disaster management funds and resources raised by the NDV network –
in particular a CSU-foundation – would play an important role in this regard.

Timing
Adequate network size and effectiveness are required for organizational and financially sustainability. The
time horizon for this process extends to ten years.

HOW CAN AN NDV NETWORK BE DEVELOPED?
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4.2 Support component

4.2.1 Specific objective
NDV support is the operational core of the Project. Its objective is to initiate and facilitate a capacity-
development process that results in the creation and progressive expansion of a network of disaster volunteers,
who are trained, equipped, organized into active, neighborhood-based groups and linked to the official
disaster management system.
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NDV support is the
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Illustration 6. “Neighborhood cycle” for NDV capacity-building
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4.2.2 Implementation strategy
Implementation of the component is based on a four-stage “neighborhood cycle” of mobilization, training,
organization and follow-up support (see Illustration 6).

The PMU field staff initially implements the neighborhood cycle directly together with a pool of trainers. Once
the NDV network has achieved adequate size and strength, the PMU may gradually decentralize and
“outsource” implementation functions to provincial NDV associations and/or qualified partner organizations.

4.2.3 Outputs
• Set-up: all factors required to implement the neighborhood cycle – agreements with authorities, action 

plan, selection of neighborhoods, pool of trained trainers, printed and electronic materials and 
equipment for community mobilization and training, etc. – are available.

• Mobilization: a sufficient number of neighborhood heads, local leaders and residents are willing to 
undertake training and join the NDV program.

• Basic training: through course implementation in each neighborhood, a group of volunteers is formed 
with adequate skills, knowledge and motivation to respond effectively in the event of a disaster.

• Organization: building on social cohesion formed during basic training, volunteers select their management
committee (the NDC), form operational teams and organize team leadership and structure.

• Equipment: the volunteers have received and assumed responsibility for personal and team equipment,
including installation of a container-based “neighborhood crisis center”

• Follow-up support: NDV groups receive organizational inputs, training, expertise, activities and oversight
required in order to maintain their disaster response capacity and group vitality over the long term (see 
Section 3.2.2).
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4.3 Steering component

4.3.1 Specific objective
The objective of the steering component is to guide (“steer”) implementation of the NDV support component,
adapting its program, methods and strategy to actual conditions and needs. At the same time, the component
generates the information, understanding and documentation required to plan and implement an effective
institutionalization strategy, as well as the NDV “model”

4.3.2 Implementation strategy
NDV network development is a complex process, which will not transpire in exactly the same way in every
setting. To manage the process successfully, the Project requires monitoring, evaluation and adaptation at
two levels:

1. In the frame of the NDV model, to what extent are processes of organizational development and 
capacity building adapted to real needs and capacities.

2. With regard to the current status and capacities of NDV organizations, to what extent does the 
NDV model itself need to be modified and adapted to fit observed conditions?

The steering component is a strategic management function that links the day-to-day operation of NDV support
with the long-term aim of establishing the NDV network as a viable and effective civil society organization.
Core activity is the monitoring of several aspects of the project, including: progress (completion of project
activities and resource use); results (achievement of planned objectives); processes (changes in the way that
things are done); context (changes in the project’s institutional, political, economic, social environment); and
impact (long-term changes in the project context which are attributable to the project).

4.3.3 Outputs
• Monitoring data: data covering selected indicators of project progress, results, processes, context and 

impact are collected and compiled.
• Guidance of implementation strategy: through regular assessment of monitoring data, needed mprovements

or modifications in implementation strategy, methods, schedule, etc. are identified.
• NDV model development: periodic analysis of monitoring data leads to confirmation of the NDV model

or identification of needed changes.
• Institutionalization assessment: assessment of evolving organizational strengths, weaknesses and potentials

provide a basis for planning and promoting the NDV institutionalization strategy at provincial and central
levels.

• Documentation and presentation material: based on the project experience, presentation material is 
produced for awareness-building programs, NDV promotion, public relations, networking and program
replication.
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“Steering” guides project
implementation while
verifying and/or adapting
the NDV “model”.

Establishment of an NDV
network may follow a
different pattern in every
setting.

Steering is a strategic
management function
linking operations to long-
term objectives.

The core activity of steering
is the monitoring of
organizational
development.

Steering component
outputs enable strategic
management of imple-
mentation and support the
institutionalization process.



HOW CAN AN NDV NETWORK BE DEVELOPED?

4.4 Institutionalization component

4.4.1 Specific objective
The institutional component aims to promote the sustainability of the NDV network by facilitating the development
of NDV organizations at regional (provincial) and central (national) levels and by ensuring their anchorage
in civil society and linkage to the official disaster management system.

4.4.2 Implementation strategy
While the provincial and national level NDV organizations are both part of the NDV network, they are very
different kinds of organizations. The support strategies for each would differ accordingly.

Provincial NDV associations are membership organizations founded and “owned” by the volunteers and
group leaders with the purpose of supporting their common interests. The Project task is to assist NDV and
their leaders to clarify organizational needs, establish an association and develop relevant capacities.

The Central Support Unit, by contrast, is accountable to several stakeholders, including: NDV organizations,
disaster management authorities, associated organizations and the general public. Its mission and tasks would
be clearly defined and specified in its constitution. As described in Section 3.3.3, these include: definition
of standards; raising and channeling resources; public information and awareness building; facilitating an
open platform related to civil society in disaster risk management. The establishment of a CSU would thus
be a proactive process involving:

• Specification of required organizational characteristics and capacities.
• Consultations regarding interest and capacities of existing organizations.
• Formulation alternative institutionalization solutions and strategies.
• Participatory selection and implementation of the appropriate strategy.

4.4.3 Outputs
• Provincial associations: facilitation of a demand-driven process leads to the establishment and 

strengthening of NDV associations at the provincial level.
• Institutionalization strategy: a strategy including organizational and business development plans for the

Central Support Unit is formulated and widely supported.
• Central Support Organization: the CSU is established, strengthened and functioning effectively.

Institutionalization establishes
the basis for long-term

sustainability of the NDV
network.

The project facilitates
establishment and

strengthening of NDV
provincial associations.

Pro-active efforts are required
to establish an efficient and

independent CSU.

Key outputs of
“institutionalization” are

strengthened associations, an
agreed institutional strategy

and a functioning CSU.
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Aim: To summarize the main issues to be addressed
when preparing an NDV support project.

Expected benefit: The section may serve as a
“check list” which facilitates decision-making
regarding a possible NDV support project.
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5.1 General appraisal

The principles and potentials of the NDV approach have been tested and verified by the Turkish NDV
experience. However, this does not mean that the approach will succeed in every setting. To assess the
feasibility of the approach, its requirements and risks need to be considered in the light of specific local
conditions and potentials. Each main characteristic of the NDV approach implies conditions that need to be
met for the Project to be successful. For example:

1. Volunteerism. Is there adequate risk awareness among the population to motivate the necessary contributions
from volunteers?

2. Neighborhood-based organization. Would the social composition and disposition of the population 
support sustainable neighborhood-based groups?

3. Systematic capacity building. Are the required resources – financial, material and know-how –
available for an effective long-term capacity-building program?

4. Bottom-up organizational development. Are the concerned organizations prepared to apply the 
time-consuming, demand-driven approach to organizational development that the approach requires?

5. Civil society / government partnership. Will authorities be prepared to enter into partnerships with an
independent neighborhood-based civil society organization in the vital area of disaster management?

If essential conditions cannot be met, the feasibility of the Project may not be assured. In this case the intention
to mount an NDV-Support Project – at least in the present form – must be reconsidered.

5.2 Decision-making process

The main steps of the decision-making process regarding the NDV approach to civil society capacity building
are outlined in Section 2.5. They encompass four main steps concerning: needs, potentials, willingness and
available resources.

5.2.1 Needs
The need for a project to strengthen the role of civil society in disaster management must be examined in
the context of:

• Prevailing natural (and man-made) hazards and their severity.
• Vulnerability of the population, the economic system and the natural environment to these hazards, with 

careful consideration of the different levels of vulnerability of different population groups and communities
at different times in the evolution of a disaster – e.g. the first 72 hours.

• Available capacities of the current disaster risk management systems to confront and reduce the outstanding
vulnerability.

The basic question is: are present conditions satisfactory, or are further efforts at capacity-building required?

5.2.2 Potential
If a strong need exists to further reduce present disaster vulnerability by increasing capacities, the next question
is: what available potentials would reduce vulnerability in the most cost effective way? In principle, vulnerability
reduction potentials include:

1. Investments and planning measures to increase the resilience of existing and future structures to prevailing
hazards.

2. Capacity-building of the official disaster risk management system.
3. Capacity-building of civil society.

With an integrated perspective, the potential of civil society strengthening will prove to be a cost-effective 
option for risk reduction and improve disaster management.

CONCLUSIONS

The applicability of the NDV
approach must be assessed
in each setting.

Project appraisal would
confirm key conditions for a
successful NDV network.

If key conditions are not met,
alternative approaches must
be considered.

Unacceptable vulnerability
should be identified.

Capacity-building needs
comprise the focus of project
design.

Risks may be reduced by
physical measures, capacity-
building of official disaster
management and civil society
strengthening.

Civil society strengthening
would be confirmed as a cost-
effective option for risk
reduction.
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5.2.3 Willingness
If the decision is taken to strengthen civil society involvement in disaster risk management, a feasible and
broadly supported project may be formulated. The present Resource Package describes the possible approach
and content of such a project. The main question is whether broad-based support and the active participation
of key partner organizations are adequate to ensure the success of the project.

5.2.4 Resources
Once key partner organizations are committed to implementation of an NDV Support Project, detailed project
design may be undertaken. As noted (Section 4.1.2), the design process should involve the active participation
of the main stakeholders and partners.

The key questions to be addressed during this process concern the availability of required resources in form
of financing, expertise and time.

5.3 Outlook

As noted, the process of developing an NDV network is complex. This means, not only that it is likely to take
a different form in each setting or country, but also that the process cannot be fully planned at the outset.
An NDV-SP requires a good deal of flexibility from the executing agency and project management in order
to adapt to evolving circumstances and potentials. The Resource Package describes the working principles,
form and structure of an NDV network based on a single experience. It is a frame of reference and guide,
not a set of instructions to be followed to the letter.

In the experience of NDSP, the essential factor that will drive the project forward is the enthusiasm of volunteers
to work together and assume active responsibility for the security and well being of their community.

CONCLUSIONS

Willingness of key partners to
become involved in the NDV

support project should be
secured.

Availability of adequate
funding, expertise and time

are essential to the success of
an NDV-SP.

Guidance of the NDV
Resource Package must be

adapted to different and
changing conditions.

The force driving an NDV
Support Project will be the
enthusiasm of volunteers.
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Illustration 7. Functional requirements of NDV organizations at each level

Functional area

1. Training

2. Equipment and maintenance

3. Official links

4. Motivational activities

5. Fund raising

6. Network expansion

7. Standards & quality control

8. Public service / public relations

9. Links with other groups

Functions of neighborhood
groups

Conducting regular refresher courses
and small drills for members

Small-scale maintenance and
replacement of consumables

Working relationships with
provincial/district civil defense
authorities
Contacts and support from local
(municipal) government

Organizing social events and camps
for members

Own contributions
Collections from local enterprises and
population

Recruitment of new (replacement)
members

Monitoring and reporting on
attendance
Updating NDV records

Awareness campaigns
Local development (environmental
improvement, risk control, etc.)
Local promotional events.

Participation in joint events and
exercises
“Sister neighborhood” projects

Functions of provincial
associations

Organize and conduct review and
advanced training
Conduct practical exercises for
provincial NDV groups
Conduct leadership training for NDC
members.

Large-scale maintenance
Monitoring the status of neighborhood
NDV crisis centers

Formal agreements with provincial
governor, civil defense and local
(municipal) governments
Participate in provincial steering or
coordinating committee

Organizing and promote social
events and camps

Tap provincial government and
municipal funding
Collect association membership fees
Fund-raising activities
Payment for services (e.g. risk
management consulting)

Mobilization of new neighborhood
groups

Monitoring training programs and
performance measures
Keep NDV records

Prepare & disseminate awareness
building and promotional material
Operate NDV website
Issue newsletter

Organize joint project with other
NGO active in the disaster field
Tend networking links with national
organizations.

Functions of the central support
organization (CSU)

Define training standards and
curricula
Conduct training of trainers; form a
core pool of trainers
Training and capacity-building for
associations

Define standards and types of
equipment and facilities
Procurement, distribution oversight,
supplier maintenance agreements
Central oversight of inventory and
condition

Formal agreements with national
disaster organizations
Formal/working arrangements with
provincial & civil defense authorities

Promote exchange and
communication between network
members
Organizing periodic events involving
the entire network

Mobilize and allocate trust funds
Generate funds through donations
and sponsoring
Earn revenues by sale of services
(risk management consulting, etc.)

Strategic planning of network
expansion
Organizing and promoting new NDV
Support association expansion
activities

Define and monitor training and
procedural standards
Issue certificates to members and
member organizations
Monitor/assess disaster response
capacity (controlling)
Take corrective measures when
necessary

Plan and oversee implementation of
public relations strategy
Prepare & disseminate awareness
and promotional material
Design, establish operate NDV
website; issue newsletter
Protect NDV name and logo

Develop a multi-stakeholder platform
for disaster-related issues
Tend international links
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Prologue

In the aftermath of Turkey’s devastating 1999 earthquakes it was apparent to the Swiss Agency
for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and its partners in the relief effort that something
needed to be done to reduce the people’s lack of preparedness and sense of abandonment.
Among the local residents and survivors, in particular, there was an urgent need to assume
an active role in protecting their families and neighbors against a future disaster.

The simple idea behind the Neighborhood Disaster Volunteer (NDV) approach is that, by
joining together in neighborhood-based groups and acquiring appropriate skills, organization
and equipment, people can be empowered to build local preparedness and respond adequately
when disaster strikes. The NDV network is a partnership between neighborhood groups and
disaster management authorities. By strengthening civil society and building practical links
to government systems, NDV has become a working example of governance as the core
principle of successful disaster management.

The NDV approach has indeed been successful. From the first pilot neighborhoods it has
evolved in five years into a rapidly expanding network of more than 2000 volunteers organized
into over 40 neighborhood groups in three provinces, including metropolitan Istanbul. Regular
exercises and self-initiated activities demonstrate the competence and unbroken enthusiasm
of the volunteers.

For SDC, the accomplishments of the Turkish NDV comprise an invaluable resource of experience
and knowledge which, through appropriate application in other settings, has considerable
potential for further evolution and growth. The present “Resource Package” is proposed as a
practical tool for promoting this process.

Head of Division Middle East and North Africa
Humanitarian Aid Department

Barbara Dätwyler Scheuer

PROLOGUE
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Worldwide experience demonstrates that no official
disaster response system can cope adequately with
a major seismic disaster. Such disasters may occur
only once in several decades, and the cost of
establishing and maintaining a truly adequate response
mechanism would be prohibitive. Thus, when disaster
strikes, several days may elapse before official response
teams reach all stricken sites. In consequence, a large
portion of earthquake victims are rescued not by
professionals, but by local residents, neighbors and
family members. This was a central lesson of the
Marmara earthquake, and it is confirmed by inter-
national experience.

Their inexperience notwithstanding, local residents
push themselves to the limit in their wholehearted
efforts to rescue loved ones and neighbors. Besides
pulling victims from the rubble, their contributions in-
clude the provision of vital assistance and support
which, in the chaotic environment of the disaster, is
extremely important for the survival of victims.

However, in spite of these potentials, the effective-
contribution of local residents’ is severely limited by
their lack of preparation. Most “spontaneous volun-
teers” have scant knowledge or skills regarding search
and rescue processes, handling of victims, first aid
techniques, etc. There is no team organization or
communication structure between them and essential
rescue equipment, tools and materials are generally
missing. Poorly prepared rescuers may actually cause
unnecessary injury to the disaster victims and
themselves. When professional civil defense teams
do arrive on the scene, there is no clear basis for
their collaboration with poorly organized local
volunteers.

The Neighborhood Disaster Volunteers (NDV) approach
is designed to mobilize the potentials of local residents
while systematically addressing their weaknesses. A
carefully designed program of training and practical
exercises imparts the basic knowledge, skills and
confidence that volunteers need for effective disaster
response. The organization required to coordinate
activities – and to maintain group preparedness over
the long term – is provided by an NDV group structure
with clearly defined roles, functions and procedures.
Finally, the effectiveness of volunteers is enhanced by
protective clothing, appropriate tools and equipment.

Neighborhood-based approaches are particularly
effective because of their adaptation to the specific
vulnerabilities, problems and priorities of the local
population. Vulnerability is reduced not only by building

specific disaster-relevant capacities, but by strengthening
community organization, building civil society, and
improving the relationships between communities and
the of f icial disaster management system.
This Resource Package aims to describe The
Neighborhood Disaster Volunteers (NDV) approach
to the implementers. The three-part package is
addressed to decision-makers in government, civil
society and development agencies involved in disaster
management, as well as to project managers,
community activists, field officers and staff who assume
responsibility for building and/or supporting community-
based disaster response capacities. The main objectives
are to:

1. Demonstrate that neighborhood-level capacity-
building can significantly reduce local vulnerability
to disaster, while significantly increasing the 
contribution of civil society to national disaster 
management.

2. Describe how a network of neighborhood-based
disaster volunteers may be initiated and supported,
with practical step-by-step guidance for the 
implementation and development processes.

3. Provide a wide range of instruments, tools and 
generic documents that facilitate the implementation
process.

Following these objectives, the Resource Package is
structured into three Parts:

• Part 1, Decision-maker’s Guide, introduces the 
justification for neighborhood disaster volunteers
(NDV), describes how they function and identifies
the main aspects and issues to be considered 
when preparing a project to establish and support
an NDV network.

• Part 2, Program Manager’s Handbook, explains
the essential components of an NDV support 
project with detailed step-by-step description of 
activities and procedures to be followed, check-
lists of aspects to be considered, reminders and
warnings – based on the lessons of NDV support
projects that have been implemented to date.

• Part 3, Implementer’s Tools, contains tested tools
and sample documents that may be adapted and
used by the implementers for efficient and orderly
implementation of the project; it is available in 
CD format only.
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2.1. Presentation of the NDVP
to the provincial authorities

What is the concern of this chapter?
Regardless of the governmental structure of a particular
country, it is important to establish a harmonious
working relationship within authorities concerned.
This is particularly important when dealing with disaster
management systems. The purpose is not to change
the system, but to complement and extend it.
Official approval and cooperation will be required
in any country in order to implement a project that
has an impact on the disaster management system.
This and the following chapters will briefly describe
how to establish and sustain cooperation with
governmental authorities. This cooperation starts with
a good presentation of the project to the relevant
authorities.

What is the benefit?
In order to successfully implement a disaster
preparedness project – particularly one which aims
to establish a network of neighborhood-based disaster
volunteers – the cooperation and support of the official
authorities are necessary :

• Projects can be implemented more quickly and 
efficiently once the correct procedures are used
in dealing with the governmental authorities, within
the hierarchical system of the government.

• The effectiveness and sustainability of the desired
preparedness and response capacity will be 
greatly enhanced with the cooperation and 
support of the governmental authorities.

How to proceed?
The heads of disaster prone provinces (in most countries
a Governor) usually welcome the added benefits that
a well thought out, well managed, and solidly funded
disaster preparedness project would bring, especially
when this project has the backing of a reputable
institution with a good track record. However, the
authorities must be convinced that the proposed project
is well worth the time, effort and resources the
government is expected to invest.

1. Clearly explain to the governor and other relevant
officials why this project – and the resulting 
volunteer system – will be important, and how 
they will benefit the public.

2. Whenever possible use visual aids such as short,
well prepared power point presentations and 
documentation to strengthen your message.

3. Emphasize the fact that the project is 
complementary to the existing disaster 
management system and that it will be in total 
compliance with the laws and regulations currently
in effect.

4. Clearly state that the governor, the relevant 
agencies, and officials are not expected to commit
more time and resources than they can afford.

5. Provide examples of real achievements. The world
is full of good ideas and projects that look 
nice on paper. A good track record is a big 
advantage.

COOPERATION WITH OFFICIALS
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2.2. Written agreement with the
provincial authorities

What is the concern of this chapter?
NDVP is a long term projects. A welcoming and
friendly first reaction of relevant authorities is a positive
start. The next step is the establishment of a formal
working relationship with the governmental authorities
based on a written agreement of cooperation, in
which the roles and responsibilities of the parties are
clearly stated.

It is better to formalize the terms of cooperation with
a written agreement at the very beginning of an
NDVP. The roles and responsibilities of each party
should be written down clearly. In most cases, the
provincial authorities will need the written approval
of the higher central governmental authorities before
they can sign an agreement with a foreign agency.
This process may take several weeks and even months.
This should be taken into account when making project
implementation plans with realistic schedules.

What is the benefit?
Having a written agreement will:

• Help prevent misunderstandings and future conflicts

• Avoid dependency on individuals and provide 
consistency and project continuity at the institutional
level

• Clarify roles and responsibilities and will help 
optimize the use of resources

See also NDVP TR MoU

How to proceed?
1. First have a meeting with the Governor (or

corresponding official) and reach an agreement
in principle to implement the project. All parties
involved should have an overview of their roles 
and responsibilities. The Governor will presumably
assign a deputy to follow up on this issue.

2. Work out the details with the assigned deputy
governor and other official parties such as the
Civil Defense Director before drafting an agreement
proposal. Government officials are usually too
busy to draft these agreements themselves, and
are likely to ask you to prepare the draft agreement
and then submit it to them for their review.

3. Allow enough time in your schedule to finalize
the agreement. It may take several meetings,
many counter proposals and corrections by the
officials before an agreement is reached on
final draft.

4. Prepare an agreement that provides an overall
framework of cooperation for the parties involved.
Avoid lengthy and detailed agreements. Many
of the details will be covered in the project outline
that is normally attached to the agreement.
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2.3. Partnerships with pertinent
institutions, organizations and
groups

What is the concern of this chapter?
A long term NDVP will be working with many institutions
in addition to that of the governor’s office, ranging
from trainer providing institutions to municipalities.
Successful implementation of a neighborhood disaster
volunteer project requires establishment and
maintenance of good working relationships with these
institutions.

What is the benefit?
• Access to trainers and know-how from pertinent 

institutions such as the fire brigade and chamber
of doctors.

• Access to logistical support and facilities from 
municipalities. This includes many aspects of 
support from public bus transportation to building
facilities such as conference rooms.

• Greater public support and recognition, meaning
greater participation and enhanced sustainability.

• Reduced work load and expenditures for the PMU.

How to proceed?
1. Establish good working relationships with relevant

institutions such as civil defense directorates, 
municipalities, fire rescue services, and chamber
of doctors – based on a clear understanding of
expec ted con t r ibu t ions and benef i t s .

2. Maintain these relationships by informing these 
institutions periodically on the progress of the 
project.

3. Give these supporting institutions the credit and 
recognition they deserve in order to keep them 
motivated.

4. Clearly state the roles and responsibilities of each
institution in a short written agreement such as 
protocol between Civil Defense and PMU.

See also NDVP TR MoU
NDVP TR Civil Defense Protocol
NDVP TR NDSC Protocol

Lessons learned:
In the Turkish system municipalities provide most of
the local public services, including fire rescue services.
Having the support and cooperation of the
municipalities is also important for the long term
success of the project, even though caution is
recommended regarding the typically volatile climate
of municipal politics in Turkey.

A positive experience
Decision making partners should not be too numerous
and nor should they have views and interests which
conflict with one another. Therefore, keeping the
decision making authority as lean and streamlined
as possible has proven to have had a positive effect
on activities. In Yalova and Istanbul provinces this
lean executive structure, established with the governor’s
offices, provided a more productive and trouble-free
working environment.

A negative experience
Having too many partners with varying interests and
views at the decision making level can slow the
project down, and in some cases may pose a serious
threat. This was certainly the case in Kocaeli province,
which included too many partners at the executive
level who did not contribute to, but rather hampered,
the project.

COOPERATION WITH OFFICIALS
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3.1. Setting up the infrastructure

What is the concern of this chapter?
In order to start the implementation, a suitable
infrastructure is necessary. This chapter gives advice
regarding what to consider when starting a project
from scratch.
If, however, you as the implementer have a set-up
already in place (perhaps, for example, your local
partner is supporting you by providing you with a
suitable facility), some of the following details might
not be particularly relevant to you. However, some
hints regarding this process might still prove useful.

Remember
Local partners such as civil defense or the fire brigade
usually have convenient building complexes where
they could provide you with suitable office space in
a secured surrounding.  If this is the case you might
not have to pay rent.  However, this could also create
the disadvantage of making your organization too
dependent upon your partner.  A difficulty, such as
having office hours different from those of your partner,
could arise. Training and other events often happen
outside the regular working time in the evenings and
on weekends.

What is the benefit?
Having a proper infrastructure and an office located
close to your target area and with adequate working
space will help you in many ways:

• The employees  can work in a organized way 
and will save time at work

• The necessary tasks can be implemented in an 
efficient manner

• A comfortable set-up motivates employees to fulfill
their duties

The outer appearance of a project office can create
a positive or negative image for project partners,
sponsors, visitors, and the general public. To have a
modest, but well organized and positive office set-
up can create a positive impression and affect people’s
perceptions about your activities.

How to proceed?
1. Define your requirements for an office:

• Prepare a checklist concerning location, 
size, number of working places, available funds
for rent, security requirements, energy 
requirements, sanitary installation, storage space
etc.

• An office should be easily accessible. An 
accessible and centrally located office will be
more convenient to staff with regard to their 
commute.

• Office must provide a comfortable working 
environment with adequate space, a well 
functioning heating /cooling system and proper
furniture.

• Security and safety are principal concerns. It is
important to define the level of risk when you 
rent an office, including an incident analysis 
with the following topics:

– Risk assessment (earthquake, fire, flood, etc.)

– Necessary safety and security provisions

– Contents of a local security plan

– Proposal for safety and security monitoring

– Proposal for a safety and security management
system

– Emergency plan in case of disaster, terrorist
attack, etc.

• There should be an adequate meeting room 
within your office facility.

• Make available a small room for visitors, such
as external experts, where they can make calls
and work comfortably without disturbing the 
regular office work.

• Good parking facilities are necessary.  This is
especially the case in big cities where parking
is a bigger problem than traffic. Thus, it is 
advisable to rent a place with a garage or a 
secure open parking area.
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Attention
An NDVP is implemented in earthquake prone areas.
The earthquake risk is high. Get an expert’s view
about the earthquake safety of your building. Make
sure that your office is built according to the relevant
building codes.

See also   NDVP TR Office Set Up

2. Define the equipment needed. Keep it simple but
as functional as possible:

• Employees need adequate office equipment 
and supplies to work efficiently.

• Consider the necessary electronic equipment,
communications infrastructure, internal computer
network, internet access

• Consider equipment for a meeting room for 
projec t  p lanning and presenta t ions

3. Define your transportation needs: Mobility is
important for an NDVP:

• It is important to have appropriate transportation
for the project implementation according to the
cost and needs.

• Field work requires mobility.  When you work
in the field you need transportation to do things
such as recruiting new volunteers, having 
meetings at schools or public gatherings, meeting
with officials, and transporting equipment for 
training.

• Prepare office rules and regulations for using 
vehicles. Define the responsibilities for the 
allocation of vehicles.

• Prepare a board where the logistics officer can
plan and announce the allocation of vehicles 
in advance.

• The proper maintenance of vehicles is very 
important.  Assign a person in the office who
will be responsible for car maintenance.

• Security and safety is very important. It is 
necessary to have insurance for the cars in case
of an accident.

Recommendation
In large and crowded cities employees should be
encouraged to use local public transportation when
they come to work.  Services organized by the project
management are expensive and not really necessary.
It is also recommended using local taxis during
fieldwork for short distances since parking is a major
problem in big cities.

4. Communication is essential for an NDVP
Many phone calls take place every day with local
partners, officials, suppliers, and especially with
volunteers and volunteer coordinators.

• Set up a central phone system with more than
two or three lines and a fax. Be sure that an 
international connection is possible.

• Set up an internet connection and get an official
e-mail address for office use.  It does not look
professional to use personal e-mail addresses
for official contacts.  An internet connection is
also necessary for having an official web page
for the project.

• Consider making your office accessible for 
satellite-phone communication.  However, since
satellite-phone communication is the most 
expensive way of communication, you should
use it only in emergencies.

THE SET UP FOR AN NDV PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
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3.2. Recruiting local personnel

What is the concern of this chapter?
This section gives you a clear idea about how to
recruit local personnel and on which profile this
recruitment should be based.

What is the benefit?
With well recruited, well instructed and well managed
local staff you will create better teamwork. Good
teamwork is the key to successful implementation.

How to proceed?
1. Define the functions
Clearly define the functions and the number of staff
needed for implementation.

For an NDVP there are three defined clusters of
competence:

Competence

Tasks

Remarks

Logistics

Logistics support staff

Selection, procurement and
installation of project related
hardware and supplies.
Arranging all logistical
support including facilities
and transportation for
project activities.
Introduction and monitoring
of maintenance procedures.

In addition to one logistic
officer, one temporary
could be hired during
delivery of equipment or
training.

Field work

Field staff

Presenting the project in
assigned territories to the
public and local officials,
such as headmen. Carrying
out volunteer recruitment
campaigns in
neighborhoods.
Organizing training events
and other local project
activities.

The number of field officers
depends on the number of
neighborhoods where the
project will be
implemented.

Management

Project management and
administration

Management of day to day
operations and personnel.
Planning. Control of the
operational budget and
expenditures. Periodic
reporting and monitoring.
Liaising with main project
partners and representing
the project towards the
public and relevant
organizations.

Overall responsibility of
administration belongs to
the management.
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2. Prepare the Terms of Reference (ToR) for a future
employee
The ToR describes the activity which has to be executed.
They also form the basis for recruitment. The following
link provides you with samples for all the positions
within an NDVP.

See also   NDVP TR ToR

3. Implement a recrui tment procedure
• Newspaper advertisements, web sites, official

worker placement agencies and referrals by 
reputable sources may be utilized for finding 
qualified personnel. Be very clear about your 
required qualifications at the ad so that you do
not loose time with unsuitable applications.

• Set up your criteria for the position clearly so 
that your rating system will be based on the 
defined profile, rather than sympathy alone.

• Invite candidates for interview who you think 
are most suitable for the position.

• Ask for references and find out about past work
experience and track record.

• During the interview, inform the candidates 
about your project and evaluate their interest 
and ability to work on a community based 
project such as the NDVP.

• Try to evaluate their ability to work as good 
team players.

• If necessary, undertake a second series of 
interviews after the first selection.

• After a decision has been made inform the 
candidates about the result.

4. Establish a training and adaptation period for
new employees

• Provide an orientation session for the new 
employees including a formal introduction to 
the other team members and office rules.

• Asses the gaps in their skills and give them 
specific training.

• Establish mentorship with senior employees.
• Monitor the performance of your staff on the 

job and ask for weekly and monthly activity 
reports. Provide appropriate feedback on 
performance.

See also NDVP TR Field Checklist Report
NDVP TR Weekly Field Report

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
A highly committed team
The implementation of an NDVP requires a committed
team since it often takes vigorous work, including late
night and weekend hours, during recruitment and
training periods in the neighborhoods. The successful
implementation in Turkey was largely due to the efforts
of a highly dedicated project team, which believed
in volunteerism and recognized that their work was
for the benefit of the community.

Working in a team
• Organize regular team meetings with an agenda

prepared in advance.

• Receive regular feedback from personnel and 
share experiences with other team members.

• Encourage team members to be pro active and 
to produce solutions to problems.

• Encourage the self initiatives of team members.
Take into account the experience and suggestions
of team members during planning and decision 
making process.
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3.3. Finding suitable trainers

What is the concern of this chapter?
The quality of training is essential for the success of
a volunteer based project. The quality of training is
very much dependent on the quality of trainers. The
profile of trainers should be defined beforehand and
this profile should guide you when you search for
trainers.

What is the benefit?
Finding good trainers will have a positive impact on
volunteer motivation and quality of the training.
Following some of the basic recommendations in this
chapter will also make it easier to create a trainer
pool consisting of trainers who have more or less the
same quality.  In order to find competent professional
trainers, contacts should be established with relevant
institutions such as Chambers of Doctors, Civil Defense,
and the Fire Rescue Services.

How to proceed?
1. Select trainers who are competent specialists in
their fields.

• Contact relevant institutions, as they often have
a pool of trainers.

• Prefer trainers who have prior training experience
within their particular field. (Not all experts are
always good trainers!)

• If you intend to extend an NDVP implementation
into different regions, create a pool of trainers
on a regional level which can be utilized 
according to availabil i ty and needs.

2. Select trainers according to your training modules

Training Modules

Module 1.
Disaster awareness
and preparedness

Module 2.
Basic Fire
prevention

Module 3.
Basic First Aid

Module 4.
Basic SAR training

Module 5.
Disaster psychology

From Where

Universities,
Chamber of architects,
Chamber of engineers,
NGOs which are working in the field
of disaster prevention and
preparedness.

Local Fire Brigade

Chamber of Doctors,
Directorate of Health,
Medical Response Units.

Local Fire Brigades
Civil Defense

Universities,
Association of Psychologists

Who

Engineers, disaster prevention and
preparedness experts

Firefighters with training skills

Doctors, nurses or paramedics who
have experience in emergency
medical services and TTT on first aid

SAR technicians with practical
experience in disaster response

Psychologists
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Criteria for good trainers

• Trainers should be interested and motivated in 
teaching the subject.

• Trainers should be able to promote and maintain
the interest of the students by applying appropriate
teaching techniques

• Trainers should have a strong voice and should 
know how to use their voice when they are 
lecturing.

• Trainers should be able to teach his/her subject 
without making the subject overly complicated.  

• Trainers should use correct methods and techniques.

• Trainers should motivate their audience to actively
take part in the session rather than just sit and 
listen.

• Trainers should have the knowledge and 
experience of how to create a positive learning 
environment.

• Trainers should be able to select and use the 
appropriate training equipment

3. Prepare and conduct a Train the Trainer course.
(TTT)
It is important for trainers to practice standard uniform
training methodology for adult training geared towards
the needs of basic disaster responders. Practical safety
aspects of the training involving rescue work must be
especially emphasized. The course should help the
potential trainers understand the characteristics of the
NDVP. A concentrated TTT course requires three to
five days of training and should be provided by
competent professional TTT instructors. (If possible the
local TTT course should be given by local TTT trainers):

• Select the trainers for a TTT course.  The Number
of participants should not exceed 20 persons so
that all of them get a chance to present a test 
lesson.

See also NDVP TR TTT-Application Form

• Prepare TTT handouts and necessary training 
materials.

See also NDVP TR Lesson 1 Prom and Mant the 
Desire to Learn

NDVP TR Lesson 2 Confirmation
NDVP TR Lesson 3 Preparing the Lesson
NDVP TR Lesson 4 Planning a Lesson
NDVP TR Lesson 5 Question Technique
NDVP TR Lesson 6 Visual Aids
NDVP TR Lesson 7 Skills Training
NDVP TR Lesson Demonstrations

• Familiarize participants with the NDVP and the 
training content.

• Observe trainers during the training, especially 
during the presentation of their test lesson.  This is
a good chance for you to see if they really meet
the cri teria that are mentioned above.

See also NDVP TR Theoretical Course 
Evaluation Form

NDVP TR Practical Course 
Evaluation Form

Who can be a trainer?
Not everybody who has attended and finished a TTT
course can be a trainer for NDVP Basic Training.
You will select only some of them to be your trainers,
according to the level of their teaching skills. Therefore,
you should have enough applicants to increase your
chances of finding enough capable trainers.

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Long term trainers
Trainers gain experience by teaching for an NDVP.
Some of the good trainers become much better after
they have taught a few lessons.

A positive experience
Remuneration for trainers during basic training
Providing a small remuneration for the instructors for
their effort during the basic training is important as
a motivating factor. Despite the fact that most trainers
would conduct the lessons voluntarily, a small fee
contributes positively, as a token of appreciation and
to cover their expenses for the training.

A negative experience
Not enough time for careful selection of trainers
Sufficient time should be allowed to find competent
trainers. It is often difficult to find and recruit good
trainers in just a couple of days.



3.4. Assessing a practical SAR
training facility

What is the concern of this chapter?
Despite the fact that NDVs are not trained to be
professional rescuers, Module 4 – “Basic SAR” [Search
and Rescue] requires 10 hours of training with actual
rescue equipment. Most of the SAR training in the
basic NDV course is practical.  During a real disaster
NDVs will be the first teams to respond in their own
neighborhood before the professional responders
arrive. It is very important for NDVs to receive proper
hands on training in training facilities, which are
appropriately designed for the training of rescuers.

What is the benefit?
NDVs will be working in damaged buildings to rescue
people and will have to use rescue equipment.
Therefore, it is very important for them to learn how
to use their equipment safely and properly on a realistic
training site.  Practical exercises on a well-designed
training field also help NDVs to be psychologically
prepared for their mission during disasters.

How to proceed?
1. Search for a possible practical SAR training
facility:
Most likely you will find a practical SAR training facility
if an official response unit such as Civil Defense or
a Fire Brigade is close by within your target area.
Those institutions usually have SAR units who are using
this type of training facility.  It might be necessary to
adjust the existing facility according to your needs.

2. Build a training facility if necessary and your
budget permits.
If you cannot locate and use an existing training
facility you will have to build one: A simple and
economical practical training facility consisting of a
few steel reinforced concrete slabs will be adequate
for basic SAR equipment training if you can not find
an elaborate rubble training field.

• Contact the local official response unit and offer
to build a training facility jointly with them.

• Clarify the contribution of the local partner (Civil
Defense and/or Fire Brigade).

• Prepare and sign a protocol with all parties 
concerning the SAR training facility and clearly
define the following: How to use it? Where to
use it? When to use it? By whom? Who will 
maintain it?

• Get an expert’s opinion before building a SAR
training facility.

See also  NDVP TR SAR Training Facility

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Use ruble field for other training and activities
besides NDV basic SAR training.
In Turkey/‹zmit a complete training facility was built
by SDC for the training of the professional SAR teams
of the local Fire Brigade.  NDVs are able to use this
SAR training facility for advanced training and
continued training, as well as for their drills.

Standards for a practical SAR training
facility

• The facility should not be far away from places 
such as classrooms, a restroom, restaurant or 
cafeteria.

• Facility should provide ample opportunity for the
trainees to practice use of their equipment safely
on actual building materials such as steel reinforced
concrete slabs.

• An SOS plan should be ready with provisions for
first aid and nearby emergency medical response
unit in case of an accident.
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3.5. Procuring equipment

What is the concern of this chapter?
Once the list of equipment is defined according to
the need of an NDVP and with the help of experts,
the project has to follow defined procedures. Within
the SDC, procurement procedures are thoroughly
regulated. This is the case for most international
organizations. The following reflects the practice
implemented in Turkey, combined with the experiences
gained in selecting and purchasing equipment and
supplies.

What is the benefit?
No matter how well funded a project is, time constraints
and the scarcity of financial means are always
important issues. Using correct procurement procedures
will therefore:

• Optimize the use of resources in terms of quantity
and quali ty of the goods purchased.

• Save time and avoid complications when dealing
with suppliers.

• Enhance safety and effectiveness of the users such
as rescue teams by ensuring compliance with the
speci f icat ions determined by exper ts.

How to proceed?
1. Have experts determine the content, quantity and

technical specifications of the equipment according
to project objectives.

2. Use standard bidding and procurement procedures
of your organization if such procedures are 
available. These procedures may have to be 
slightly modified to comply with local laws, with
the consent of relevant authorities within your 
organization such as the legal department.

3. Contact at least three unrelated suppliers (more 
if possible) to provide samples and prices and let
the competition work in your favor.

4. Have trusted experts help you choose the most 
suitable samples in terms of price and quality. A
procurement commission formed by 3 trusted 
experts, some of whom may be members of 
partner organizations such as Civil Defense, may
make this selection.  Do not compromise on the
quality of critical safety equipment.

5. Clearly state the conditions of all transactions in
contracts with suppliers to best protect your interests.
Have the contracts checked by a lawyer to ensure
compliance with local laws. Once you have a 
standard contract format, you can use it for other
suppliers.

6. Always inspect the equipment and supplies before
making payment to make sure they match the 

samples agreed upon. You may use random 
checks if quantities are too large for inspection 
of each piece of equipment.

7. Use local suppliers as much as possible if the 
quality and the price they offer are comparable
or better than the offers of other suppliers.

8. Check references of the suppliers. Prefer reputable
suppliers.

9. Constantly follow market trends, price changes 
and new developments and keep your options 
open on alternative suppliers. Suppliers have a 
tendency to raise prices if they think you depend
on them too much.

10.Take into consideration warranty, availability of 
service and spare parts when purchasing 
equipment.

11.Arrange appropriate storage facilities before 
purchasing the equipment.

See also NDVP TR Equipment List
NDVP TR Purchase Order
NDVP TR Supplier Contract
NDVP TR Maintenance Operational

Instructions
Lessons learned:
In NDVP Turkey it was an advantage to purchase the
goods in packages. This saved considerable time
considering the long list of equipment with dozens of
items.  In several cases it was also possible to eliminate
the middle man.  Dealing directly with the manufacturers
saved money.

A positive experience
After the project implementation got started the purchase
of large quantities of boots for the neighborhood
volunteer rescue teams became possible. We were
able to go directly to the factory and receive
significantly lower prices for the same boots.

A negative experience
Individual members of the procurement commission
had a tendency to favor local suppliers that they knew
for various reasons, even though their prices and
quality were not competitive with other suppliers. On
one occasion, one commission member insisted on
purchasing boots from a local company even though
the other commission members thought the quality
was clearly lower and the price was higher than what
the other suppliers offered.
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3.6. Designing and organizing
the database

What is the concern of this chapter?
Collecting and managing information about volunteers
by using an efficient database is necessary in every
stage of the project.  This chapter gives you guidelines
on how to prepare and use a database.

See also Chapter 4 Mobilization in the 
Neighborhood

Chapter 5 Basic Training
Chapter 13 Monitoring and Review

What is the benefit?
A database allows you to deal with and monitor a
large number of volunteers efficiently. A well designed
database provides the fol lowing benefi ts:

• Selection and mobilization:  A database 
allows you to evaluate all applications and it permits
an eligibility check of the candidates for becoming
an NDV at the beginning of the mobilization 
process.

• Monitoring attendance: Through a database
it is easy to monitor the attendance during training.
Therefore, you know exactly who completed the 
training and are eligible to receive training 
certificates.

• Purchasing personal equipment: When 
you purchase personal equipment you need to 
have the size of the clothing and shoe size of the
volunteers. With a database it is easy to make a
list of correct sizes and purchase them accordingly.

• Contacting volunteers: A database allows 
for the classification of volunteers in terms of the 
skills they have (medical personnel, electricians, 
people who have language skills, builders, etc.).
This allows a volunteer coordinator to contact the
appropriate volunteers according to the type of 
skills needed at the time.

• Reporting: Maintaining brief volunteer reports 
including statistical data such as the rate of women,
education level, skills, ages, and dropout rates, is
also recommended. It is also important to monitor
and report the reasons why people resign from 
NDV teams.

• Statistical analysis: With a database it is 
possible to create and analyze statistical data 
needed (dropout rates, gender percentages, 
education levels, etc.). 

Logistics

Inventary of equipment

Maintenance

Feedback on equipment quality

and performance

Participation

Basic training

Continued training

Advance training

Activities

Monthly meetings

Monthly equipment maintenance

(etc.)

Personal Data

Name and Surname

Neighborhood, Address

Phone numbers

Education

Profession

Blood type

Size of dress

Shoe size

Gender

(etc.)
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How to proceed?
1. You have to define which type of information is
needed in the database:

2. Collect the necessary information from volunteers
It is very useful to design a questionnaire /application
form which covers all the necessary questions in order
to complete the data ment ioned above.

See also   NDVP TR Aplication Form

3. Hire a professional IT specialist to set up the system
according to your needs.  The database created by
PMU in Turkey during the implementation of the NDVP
can be supplied on request.

4. Establish rules on how the database should be
used and who is entitled to make changes and
adjustments. Access should be limited with passwords.

Important
Data security: With correctly regulated access and
with authorization/ password options volunteer
coordinators and PMU are able to use the database
in different modes: Only read, write, delete, change
or add, etc.

5. Provide limited access to the database through
the internet so that volunteer coordinators can make
necessary changes in the database within their scope
of duties.

6. Create a back-up and safety system.

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
IT specialist working closely with the project team.
A local IT specialist worked closely with the NDVP
management, field and logistics officers in order to
understand the requirements of the database.  The
project team members worked on data and set the
criteria together with the IT specialist.

A negative experience
The late development of the database.
In the beginning of the Turkish NDVP, Excel spread
sheets were used for management purposes, record
keeping and monitoring. To adjust and correct this
information was quite time consuming.
The present database was prepared at the last stage
during the project development and it was hard work
to collect again correct data from the neighborhoods.
It was hard as well to shift from Excel to the electronic
database.
It would have been more efficient to start right away
with an appropriate tool: A database with standardized
information.
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4.1. Pre-Selection of the
Neighborhoods

What is the concern of this chapter?
The selection of the target neighborhoods is the first
step towards starting a mobilization within a
neighborhood.  In order to select neighborhoods,
you need to decide on your indicators and make a
neighborhood inventory.  This chapter will guide you
in how to prepare a neighborhood inventory, which
indicators make the pre-selection of the neighborhood
easier, and help you to decide in which neighborhood
you are going to work.

What is the benefit?
Since resources for a project implementation are
limited, an NDVP should concentrate on target areas
where success is most likely and where the project
can fulfill its objective – mobilizing the right
beneficiaries. The selection of suitable neighborhoods
based on clear indicators will help you save time and
resources by enabling you to concentrate your efforts.
The result will be a shortlist of suitable neighborhoods.

How to proceed?
1. Select a district or a manageable geographical
area with the project partners such as the Governor
and Disaster management authorities of the province.

Important
For the selection of the target area, vulnerability is the
dominating point of entry.

2. Prepare a neighborhood inventory.
A well-prepared inventory will help you to apply your
indicators for the pre-selection of the neighborhood.
In order to prepare this inventory you need to contact
the respective authorities, such as the municipality,
district governor office, and neighborhood head. The
inventory should include all neighborhoods in the
chosen district or geographical area.

See also  NDVP TR Neighborhood Inventory
  NDVP TR Neighborhood Info

3. Prepare a shortlist
In order to implement a project, the readiness of the
local authority to cooperate is a precondition for
implementation.  Based on the analyses of the above
mentioned points, as well as on the explicit willingness
of the local authority, you can elaborate a shortlist
consisting of neighborhoods where you will continue
with the next steps in the selection process.

A hint
Keep in mind that ultimately you should plan to work
in at least two or three neighborhoods at the same
time in a target area. This creates competition but at
the same time solidarity between neighborhoods and
also permits persons to attend lessons they may have
missed at their own neighborhood training.

Lessons learned:
A negative experience
Careless pre-selection/quick decisions/lack of research
Sometimes a selection is done directly by local
authorities that are more concerned about political
issues. The selection process should not be dominated
by local poli t ical and personal interests.
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4.2. Contacting the
neighborhood heads

What is the concern of this chapter?
The cooperation and participation of the neighborhood
heads is very important.  They are the official community
leaders in the neighborhood.  Their enthusiasm for
the project can have a crucial impact upon the manner
in which the project is viewed in the neighborhood.
It is therefore of vital importance to make these leaders
understand and, hopefully, support the project.

What is the benefit?
Due to his/her official position the neighborhood
head will automatically become the chair of the NDC.
 Even if s/he will transfer his/her function to an elected
volunteer coordinator, it is important to have the
neighborhood head’s full support in the project while
working in the neighborhood in order to conduct an
efficient operation.

How to proceed?
1. Individual visits to the interested neighborhood
heads
Field officers should visit the neighborhood heads,
which are likely to cooperate, individually in their
own office and try to understand/monitor their
perception of the project.  This will help the PMU in
the selection process.

Attention
Very often local authorities have the wrong perception
about an NDVP.  During the first public meeting, field
officers must provide correct and clear information
concerning the aim and content of the project, with
consideration paid to the (varying) educational levels
of neighborhood heads and local authorities.

2. No promises before a selection is done
Do not make any promises during the selection process
since the number of neighborhoods where an NDVP
will be implemented is limited.

Remember
Neighborhood heads may create competition among
themselves in terms of implementing a project in their
own neighborhoods.  This competition could be used
in positive way in order to motivate them.

3. Prepare a meeting with all the neighborhood
heads of the pre-selected neighborhoods.

• Try to organize the presence of the district 
governor. Meeting attendance will be better if 
s/he is attending.

• An attendance list should be prepared for the 
meeting.

• An attractive, simple and short power point 
presentation of the NDVP should be available.

See also  NDVP TR ABH 101

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Clear information is the key
In general, the quality of information influences
cooperation later on. During implementation, it was
realized that if the PMU gives very clear information
to the neighborhood heads, potential volunteers and
all other relevant persons about the project and make
them understand the project well, cooperation and
support received in that neighborhood improves
significantly.

Attention
Do not over emphasize the importance of a
neighborhood head unnecessarily. S/he might get
the impression that NDV teams should work under
his/her control and leadership only.
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4.3. Forming a core group

What is the concern of this chapter?
Working with “pioneers” in the neighborhood during
the first mobilization period is essential. This chapter
gives you a summary on how to establish such a core
group.

What is the benefit?
When a field officer starts working in neighborhoods
s/he does not have enough information about the
neighborhood and the community as such.  With
internal information, which you can generate with a
core group, you will be able to:

• Find persons interested to participate

• Avoid problematic areas of conflict

• Have better and quicker access to the local 
community

• Do not have to depend only upon individual 
opinions

How to proceed?
1.Prepare a general information campaign in the
neighborhood

• Visit community places, local NGOs, schools, 
sport clubs in the neighborhood with the 
neighborhood head.

• Launch an information campaign (with posters,
leaflets, local media, etc.)

• Obtain official permissions if necessary.

• Talk to neighborhood head, civil defense officers
and governor and arrange for a first meeting 
with some community members.

2.Conduct a first meeting in order to form a core
group base on volunteerism and delegate some work
such as:

• Arranging meetings in schools and community 
gathering places for presentation of the project
which will be done my PMU,

• Entering new applications into the database.

• Hanging posters and distributing leaflets in their
neighborhood

• Etc.

Remarks
• The core group is only valid during the mobilization

and the beginning of the implementation.

• Volunteers in the core group are not necessarily 
candidates to be NDVs

• Even people who do not match with the criteria to
be NDV can be a supportive member of the core
group.

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Face-to-face communication and low budget but
effective PR.
During the second phase of the implementation of the
Turkish NDVP the idea of establishing a core group
was created. This group worked really hard to recruit
more NDV members. This created better ownership
of the project among NDV members.

Attention
Attention should be given to the composition of a
core group.  It should represent various groups from
neighborhood.
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4.4. Identifying possible
volunteers through an
information campaign

What is the concern of this chapter?
The concern of this chapter is how to raise public
interest in order to collect enough and suitable
applications for the formation of a local volunteer
group.

What is the benefit?
The main intention of this information campaign is to
receive a large enough number of applications, which
are able to fit your criteria and represent a cross-
section of the local population. Running an information
campaign will also draw attention among people
who do not meet your the selection criteria but able
to help PMU and NDVs to be more visible in the
future.

How to proceed?
1. Activate the core working group to spread
information about NDVP in the neighborhood.

2. Check if there are any teachers or social workers
among core group. Teachers especially are very
helpful in spreading information about the project.

3. Distribute brochures in public places in the
neighborhoods (such as coffee houses, markets, movie
theaters, libraries, traditional tea houses, etc.) with
the help of the core group.

4. Organize evening meetings and present the project
for new participants/people who are interested.

A hint
Face to face communication techniques and activating
community leaders in the neighborhood sometimes
are more effective than having an overall media
campaign.

Lessons learned:
A negative experience
General PR Campaign
During the first phase of the NDVP implementation,
a general PR campaign was used instead of a core
group.  This campaign was expensive, took a very
long time and was not very effective.
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4.5. Criteria for eligibility of
NDV candidates

What is the concern of this chapter?
Precise information about NDV candidates is necessary
in order to select suitable candidates and eventually
select a suitable neighborhood. This chapter gives
you an idea what kind of criteria you should have in
order to pre-select volunteers, and how to check their
eligibility to become NDVs.

What is the benefit?
The final selection of NDVs is a natural process during
the training period.  With appropriate criteria, we
can pre-select the candidates and create a short list;
but actual selection is done by the NDVs themselves
by attending or not attending the training program.
To apply standard criteria, allow the PMU members
to check the eligibility of an applicant.

How to proceed?
1.Use standard criteria similar to those used by
relevant official institutions, in compliance with
applicable regulations. NDV selection criteria were
largely based on similar criteria set for volunteer fire
fighters and civil defense volunteers by these institutions.
NDVP selection requirements are;

• Age between 18-55 years.

• No serious physical disabilities.

• Long term residence in the neighborhood.

• No commitment as a member of an official 
disaster response organization, such as fire 
br igade, mi l i tar y, civi l  defense, etc.

• No conviction of a felony

2.Use a standard application form for volunteer
candidates in order to get necessary data

• The application form should include all the 
necessary information about the volunteer. (Such
as personal data including contact information
/shoe size/skills/education, etc.)

• The application form should include a photograph
of the volunteer.

• The application form should include a disclaimer
absolving the NDVP of responsibility for any 
injuries incurred during training and other NDVP
activities.

See also   NDVP TR Application Form

3. Insert data from volunteer applications into a
database.  This is an essential step and should not
be neglected.

4.Use candidates’ pre-selection questionnaire in order
to check the eligibility of an applicant.

See also   NDVP TR NDV Pre-selection

5.Eliminate candidates who do not match with the
set criteria.

6.Get a written verification from the neighborhood
head that all selected candidates are inhabitants of
the neighborhood. Involving the neighborhood head
in this way can also be beneficial in increasing his/her
motivation and enthusiasm for the project.
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4.6. Making the final decision
for implementation in the
neighborhoods

What is the concern of this chapter?
Reaching a final decision on the selection of the
neighborhoods in which to implement the project is
a long process.  This process starts with a vulnerability
analysis and continues until the beginning of training.
 A final decision should be made approximately two
weeks before training begins.

What is the benefit?
Making a final decision helps the PMU work more
intensively in the selected neighborhoods and increases
the number of potential candidates.

How to proceed?
The final decision within the pre-selected neighborhoods
is based on the following points:

1. Reaction of the local authorities
It is quite a positive indicator if a neighborhood
demands your support at this stage. This is a sign of
an increased level of disaster awareness and a
positive start for future co-operation.

2. An active core group
This is a positive sign for future cooperation with the
local community. The general educational level of a
neighborhood is an additional factor to consider.

3. The main criteria: The number of volunteer
applications
In order to start training, the number of applicants
should not be less then 50 persons which fit your
fixed criteria to become a volunteer.
After the selection of the definite neighborhoods you
should inform every concerned person about your
decision. This includes sending a letter to the training
candidates with information concerning the result of
their application.

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
An invitation letter.
Sending a personal invitation letter to each volunteer
makes him or her understands and believes in the
seriousness of the project and creates stronger
motivation among the candidates. At the same time,
the PMU can attach to this letter additional necessary
information such as the schedule of the training
program.

MOBILIZATION INTO THE NEIGHBORHOODS
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5.1. Preparing trainers and
training material

What is the concern of this chapter?
The high quality of NDV training is a top priority
within an NDVP.  Volunteers have to deal with matters
of human life during and after a disaster. Well prepared
trainers and training materials are essential.

What is the benefit?
With well informed and well prepared trainers and
training materials the courses will be more attractive
to the participants, leading to higher levels of
performance during training.
Well prepared training materials:
• Reinforce the seriousness of the training.
• Make the training more interesting and increases

the eagerness to learn.
• Create a positive image among the participants 

and the public at large and impresses local officials.
• Most importantly, make it possible to teach the 

participants necessary skills and knowledge more
effectively.

See also NDVP TR Bylaw Annex D

How to proceed?
1. Allocation of competent professional trainers

• Contact relevant institutions in order to recruit 
available trainers according to the training 
program you have prepared. See also 2.2.4 
finding suitable trainers; 2.4.2 Basic Training 
Schedule.

• Organize several meetings with trainers according
to your training modules. Introduce and discuss
the existing training materials such as presentations
and handouts.  You can improve the training 
materials according to their feedback.

• After making necessary changes and 
improvements to the training materials, distribute
them to the trainers so that they can prepare 
themselves before star ting the course.

See also Chapter 3.3 Finding Suitable Trainers
Chapter 5.2 Basic Training Schedule

Remember
It is very important to have a sufficient number of
trainers. A certain trainer may not be available
whenever you need them. Make provisions for back-
up trainers.

2. Use a checklist for preparing the course.

See also NDVP TR Training Checklist

3. Prepare folders for the course participants including
the following materials:

• A welcome letter from the PMU manager
• A personnel protocol
• The training program (in addition to the 

neighborhood’s own program it is useful to 
include, if available, training programs from 
nearby neighborhood. In this way individuals 
who miss a lesson have the possibility to cover
up their lessons in other neighborhoods)

• Emergency/necessary telephone numbers in 
their neighborhood, district, and region

• A map of their neighborhood
• NDVP brochures
• NDV Bylaws
• The NDV oath
• NDVP logo stickers
• Fact sheets about other activities/projects related

to the NDVP
• Name tags for volunteers

See also NDVP TR NDV Oath
NDVP TR Training Schedules
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex A
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex B
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex C
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex D

4. Prepare presentations (power point) and handouts
for the training. Training handouts should be distributed
to the volunteers during or after each training session.

See also TRAINING/COURSE PRESENTATIONS/
STANDART BASIC TRAINING
GENERAL INFORMATION
MOD1 DISASTER AWARENESS
MOD2 FIRE FIGHTING AND 

PREVENTION
MOD3 FIRST AID
MOD4 SAR
MOD5 DISASTER PSYCHOLOGY

TRAINING MATERIAL-PICTURES

Prepare supplementary materials and training forms.

See also NDVP TR Level Measure Exam
NDVP TR Practical Course Evaluation Form
NDVP TR Theoretical Course Evaluation Form
NDVP TR Course Assessment Form

Very important
When you prepare training materials always draw
on the experiences of national and intenational experts
who have experience in disaster response and
awareness projects.  Cross-check this input with as
many experts as possible. 33
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5.2. Basic training schedule

What is the concern of this chapter?
Preparing a training schedule firstly involves arranging
the training content into an appropriate order. Beyond
this, however, it also involves coordinating and
allocating trainers, volunteers, PMU field staff, logistics
staff and equipment. An inconvenient training schedule
can negatively affect the training attendance rate and
may prove tiring for volunteers and trainers. Receiving
feedback from the participants and trainers is a
precondition for preparing a good training schedule.

What is the benefit?
A good training schedule facilitates:

• Higher a t tendance among candidates

• Better participation from volunteers during lessons

• Lower drop-out rates

• Better management of the training pool

• Better management of the PMU field staff

• Better management of the logistical support and 
staff

• More efficient use of resources

How to proceed?
1.  Be aware of limitation of your resources when
multiple training sessions take place at the same time
While it is possible that only one neighborhood is
being trained during a certain period, usually several
neighborhoods receive training simultaneously. This
can create challenges with regard to the availability
of resources such as personnel, trainers, training
materials and equipment. For this reason, when
scheduling training, keep in mind which of the following
conditions most accurately represents the training
situation in your area:

• Training in one neighborhood

• Training in several neighborhoods in close 
proximity within a particular area

• Training in several neighborhoods in distant 
locations

If you have several neighborhoods in distant locations
receiving training simultaneously, allocating resources
can become considerably more difficult and will
require more careful planning.

2.  Prepare several versions of training schedules
These versions should be discussed within the NDVP
office as well as with NDV candidates in a meeting.

See also  NDVP TR Training Schedules

Have you forgotten anything?
Have you organized training sessions during national
or religious holidays?
New Years Eve? Is the training sessions supposed to
occur while an important football game is being
played? Keep considerations such as these in mind
when prepar ing your t rain ing schedule.

3. Inform parties about training schedules.
Inform NDV candidates by sending an invitation letter
including finalized training schedule.

4. Do not forget to inform local authorities about your
training schedule once they are defini te.

Keep in mind!
In order to increase attendance, the training program
schedule has to be prepared very carefully.  Long
training hours after a busy day is tiring for volunteers
and can affect the attendance rate.
The frequency of the training is also a factor regarding
attendance. Meeting just once a week is too infrequent
and can lead to people forgetting to come to the
classes.  Meeting three times a week will usually be
too frequent, but this depends on whether  the project
is being implemented in town centers or in a more
rural area.  In urban centers people tend to be busier,
so having training three times a week could be too
much.  Meeting two nights during the week and one
full day at the weekend tended to work well in Turkey.
This schedule should allow you to finish the training
program rather quickly.
When you schedule the training sessions do not forget
that one person – for example a trainer or a field
officer - cannot be in two different places at the same
time!

BASIC TRAINING
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5.3. Choosing and preparing
the training facility

What is the concern of this chapter?
The location where the basic training takes place is
of considerable importance. This is the place where
a group starts to be formed and the future NDVs will
meet. The selection of a training location should
therefore be made according to set criteria.
You should also keep in mind that the same training
facility very often is the place where the NDVC will
be located at a later stage.

What is the benefit?
A suitable training facility and a well-prepared training
program support the training and encourage the
participants to be more active. The training itself is
the first part of the practical implementation of an
NDVP. The public will observe this activity and will
evaluate the performance. A successfully implemented
training program will automatically create a positive
public image and will hopefully encourage others to
participate.

How to proceed?
1. Select a training facility according to the following
criteria:

• Accordance to safety standards (earthquake-
proof location)

• Suitability in size and shape for a training of up
to 50 NDVs

• The environment should be comfortable for 
conducting training

• Quick and easy access for NDVs in the 
neighborhood

• A suitable option to locate the NDV Center at 
a later stage

2. Receive necessary permission from the facility
owner

• Contact the facility owner with the help of the 
core group

• Introduce the NDVP and present the training 
program

3. Come to an the agreement with facility owner
• Prepare a written agreement describing the use

of the facility for NDV training
• If possible, have the facility owner sign the 

agreement
• Determine whether or not the facility can be used

free of charge
• Mention the possibility that the same facility might

be used at a later stage for a  NDVC

Recommendation
Some emergency response related support could be
given to the training centers, such as replacing fire
extinguisher, exits signes etc.

4. Get approval from the authorities concerned if
necessary.

• Sometimes local authorities delay the permits. 
Be sure that the written permit has reached the
facility owner.

5. Purchase and provide some cleaning materials for
the training facility.

• These materials can be purchased once and 
stored at the training center.

6. Prepare and use checklist for training
• In order to conduct the necessary theoretical and

practical training, the required teaching material
and equipment has to be in place.

• Before the training starts, regularly check the 
equipment to see if it is functioning and 
operational.

See also NDVP TR Practical Training Checklist
NDVP TR Training Checklist

A hint
Volunteers come to the evening classes after work;
they might be tired and hungry.  Make sure tea and
some sort of snacks are provided during the breaks.

A posit ive experience in Turkey
Local school buildings are good options as training
facilities.  With the permission from local authorities,
school building can be used free of charge.  In
addition, there are other benefits to organizing training
in schools:

• There are always janitors in schools. S/he could
be hired to work during training (serving tea, 
cleaning, etc.).

• After the basic training program is completed, 
schools can serve as meeting places for regular
meetings.

• Schools are usually easy to access and centerally
located in the neighborhood.
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5.4. Basic training content

What is the concern of this chapter?
To apply a standard basic training curriculum is a
precondition for the training of a large number of
volunteer groups.   NDVP Turkey has developed a
standard NDV Basic Training curriculum with the
assistance of local and international experts. This
basic curriculum may, however, have to be modified
for implementation in other regions after a careful
analysis of local needs.

What is the benefit?
A standardized basic training program adjusted to
the local context is necessary in order to create a
common level of know-how among the NDVs. This
facilitates the development of a common understanding
of the terminology used in disaster related issues and
enables NDV members to understand the terms used
in Basic Search and Rescue operat ions.
Furthermore it will create the basis for:

• Better communication with each other and other
responders during exercises and emergencies

• Better functioning as a team

• Familiarity with one’s specific role within disaster
response

• Working with the same equipment individually 
and as a group

• An enhanced ability to cooperate with professional
and semi-professional teams

Do not forget
NDVs are not trained to be professional search and
rescuers. However, there should be no compromise
on safety and discipline.  This should be taken into
account during the preparation of the content and
delivery of the NDV Basic Training Program.

How to proceed?
1. Evaluate carefully the existing documents of “Basic
NDV Training” of the NDVP project in Turkey, consisting
of 1 introduction and 5 modules:

See also TRAINING/COURSE PRESENTATIONS/ 
STANDART BASIC TRAINING
GENERAL INFORMATION
MOD1 DISASTER AWARENESS
MOD2 FIRE FIGHTING AND PREVENTION
MOD3 FIRST AID
MOD4 SAR
MOD5 DISASTER PSYCHOLOGY

2. Compare the training content with the identified
needs in your target area

3. If you wish to change the training content, first
discuss your ideas with experts

4. Discuss with professional trainers in your area how
the training should be adapted. Keep in mind that
adding content will increase the duration of the course.

5. If you wish to extend the training, keep in mind
that the basic training for beginners should not be
longer than necessary. An extended duration might
result in an increased number of dropouts.

BASIC TRAINING
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5.5. Conducting and evaluating
basic training

What is the concern of this chapter?
NDV training is conducted by trainers who are
professionals in their field. The role of the NDVP staff
is to organize the training sessions, to monitor the
implementation of the training, and to evaluate the
performance of the trainers.

What is the benefit?
It is hardly possible to transmit all relevant skills for
disaster response in a single training course.  However,
the monitoring and evaluation of training not only
improves the organizational aspects of NDV training,
but also leads to improved performance among
trainers and trainees. Furthermore, the presence and
support of NDVP staff during training sessions helps
to develop the trust among the future volunteers,
helping them to complete their training and establish
a local NDV group.

How to proceed?
1. Make sure the training facility is ready before each
training session. Use the checklist for training. This
checklist will guide you through the basic training
period.

See also Chapter 5.3 Choosing and preparing the
training facility

NDVP TR Practical Training Checklist
NDVP TR Training Checklist

2. Prepare the classroom for training with the help
of trainers or previous volunteers before the lesson
starts.

3. Take roll call at every training session.  The
attendance of volunteers is an important indicator
about their commitment and eligibility to become an
NDV. Frequent absence during training should not
be accepted.

4. If necessary, introduce the trainers to the trainees.

5. Evaluate trainers and the training environment
during training.  Classroom conditions could be
improved as necessary (changing light bulbs, etc.).
Evaluate the overall training program.  Part of this
evaluation will be done by the participants at the end
of the basic training period.

See also NDVP TR Practical Course Evaluation Form
NDVP TR Theoretical Course Evaluation Form
NDVP TR Course Assessment Form
NDVP TR Level Measure Exam

A possible solution for a common problem
If people miss one training session and if the same
training is scheduled in another neighborhood,
opportunity to make up the missing lesson should be
provided.

6. Prepare adequate quantities of required training
materials in packages for specific training (such as
CPR dummies, bandages, fire extinguishers for basic
fire fighting training, etc.).

7. After each training session, attendance has to be
recorded in the database.

Recommendation
You should always try to involve the trainees, and
perhaps also the trainers,  in some of the organizational
aspects of the training, including:

• Preparation of the classroom

• Conducting roll calls

• Distributing handouts, etc.
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5.6. Providing personal
equipment to the NDV
candidates

What is the concern of this chapter?
Before the last practical training session, personal
equipment should be handed over to the NDV
candidates. Well planned logistical support is needed
to provide this equipment with individual details such
as correct boot and overall sizes. NDVP Turkey has
successfully developed an appropriate procedure for
this.

What is the benefit?
Safety conscious behavior amongst the NDV
candidates is one of the most important objectives of
the training program. Wearing the personal protection
gear such as helmets, overalls and work boots during
all phases of practical training enhances the safety
of the participants and reinforces safety conscious
behavior.

• The clothing used should safeguard the volunteer
from minor injuries when working under rough 
conditions.

• Clothing which is highly visible (brightly colored)
should be preferred.

• Adopting a common uniform for volunteers also 
provides additional advantages:

• A common appearance increases visibility in public,
creates a common identity, and makes the candidate
feel more as part of a team.

• Reaching this step during the training motivates the
candidates to successfully complete the training.

How to proceed?
1. Based on the information filed in the database
(shoe and clothing sizes), the logistics section will
purchase and prepare the personal equipment for the
volunteers. In addition, you can provide some samples
of overalls and shoes during training. The trainees
should test these samples. Changes should be entered
in the database.

See also   NDVP TR Equipment List

2. Distribute the personal equipment the morning
before the practical SAR training starts. NDV candidates
should attend this training with their own equipment.
During this occasion the trainees will find out if the
equipment really fits them. If not, it should be exchanged
(overalls and shoes).

3. Prepare a list of delivery receipts and have the
NDV candidates sign it when they receive their
personal equipment kits. Until the NDVC (container)
is in place, they may have to keep the personal
equipment at home.

Remember
NDV candidates who do not receive their personal
equipment due to reasons such as missed training
sessions could lose their motivation for the project.
Reassure these individuals that they will get their
equipment as soon as they have completed the
practical training or theoretical classes they have
missed.
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6.1. Procedures and rules of
NDVP at the neighborhood level

What is the concern of this chapter?
The organization of groups active in the field of Basic
Disaster Response needs to be regulated because of
several factors. In order to be sustainable, the individual
groups need a set of rules and guidelines outlining
the objectives of the groups and how these objectives
will be reached. Another important aspect of this is
the functional integration of these volunteer based
initial disaster responder groups within the official
disaster management system at the regional or national
level.

The following, Annexes Bylaw A to E, consist of rules,
guidelines, procedures, responsibilities, and the
definition of roles within the NDV set up. These bylaws
were developed within the Turkish context. They are
rather comprehensive but it is strongly recommended
that they are applied, particularly if the NDVP in
question is implemented in Turkey. For NDVP outside
of Turkey, these rules will most likely have to be
adapted to the local context with the help of experts
such as a competent lawyer.

These regulations are an annex to the "Application
Protocol of Neighborhood Disaster Support Project"
based on "The Regulations for Voluntary Participation
in Civil Defense Services" by the Ministry of Interior
Affairs of the Republic of Turkey. The annexes regulate
the formation and working conditions of Neighborhood
Disaster Committees, established in each district where
"Neighborhood Disaster Support Project" is established
or in preparation.
The guideline – termed a “bylaw” – specifies the
objectives and regulates the conduct of NDV’s.  This
helps avoid potential misinterpretation and misconduct
by the NDV’s.

What is the benefit?
Bylaws are meant to be mainly for the volunteers and
the organizational structure of an NDVP. They clarify
the rules and procedures of NDVP groups and describe
as clearly as possible the roles, rights, and
responsibilities of officials, the neighborhood head,
NDVs, and NDCs, and others. The introduction and
the strict application of the bylaws will help prevent
misunderstanding.

How to proceed?
1. Please read the following documents carefully:

2. Analyze local conditions and make changes in
the bylaws if necessary. While doing so, get feedback
from local and international experts.

3. The bylaws are prepared to be used by volunteers
in the neighborhood.  Introduce and explain the
bylaws during the implementation process on the
neighborhood level and encourage volunteers to
follow them strictly.

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Contribution from NDV teams.
These Guidelines have been formulated after many
discussions with volunteer coordinators, NDVs, and
NDCs. It was gratifying to see how active these
partners have been engaged in providing constructive
feedback.

Annex
No

A

B

C

D

E

Title

NEIGHBORHOOD
DISASTER COMMITTEES
WORK REGULATIONS

NEIGHBORHOOD
DISASTER VOLUNTEERS
WORK REGULATIONS

REGULATIONS FOR
THE NEIGHBORHOOD
DISASTER SUPPORT CENTERS

TRAINING STANDARDS
AND METHODOLOGY

MOBILIZATION PROCEDURES
FOR NEIGHBORHOOD
DISASTER VOLUNTEERS

See also

NDVP
TR Bylaw Annex A

NDVP
TR Bylaw Annex B

NDVP
TR Bylaw Annex C

NDVP
TR Bylaw Annex D

NDVP
TR Bylaw Annex E
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6.2. The election of NDC and
building teams

What is the concern of this chapter?
After basic training is conducted, the next step involves
the establishment of a neighborhood organization.
A neighborhood organization is formed through
democratic election at the neighborhood level. After
this election, the coordinating function within the
volunteer group is taken up by the NDC and teams
are formed. This is a decisive step in fostering the
independence and self-initiative of the group.
The NDC consists of 6 persons: The volunteer
coordinator, the logistics coordinator and the risk and
hazard assessor, along with their respective assistants.
This committee is operational under the neighborhood
head. The volunteer coordinator represents the volunteer
group, establishes and maintains contacts with the
officials and is in charge of overall coordination of
the teams. The organizational chart looks as follows:

What is the benefit?
After the election of the NDC and the formation of
teams, the group achieves the formation of a clear
organizational structure. This structure is necessary in
order to establish a clear distribution of responsibilities
and duties. In addition, it also has the following
benefits:

• The creation of a chain of command.

• Improved regulation of internal communications.

• Organizational simplification.

• The clarification of responsibilities and duties.

• The simplification of communication with the PMU,
local authorities, and professional and semi-
professional SAR units.

Neighborhood head

Logistics Specialist Volunteer Cordinator Risk/Damage Assessor

Team A

GN/A/01
GN/A/02

Team B

GN/B/01
GN/B/02

Team C

GN/C/01
GN/C/02

Team D

GN/D/01
GN/D/02



How to proceed?
1. After basic training is concluded, organize a
meeting with all volunteers of a neighborhood.
Announce the purpose of the meeting: The election
of NDC members and the final forming of teams.

2. Make sure that all volunteers have read the following
bylaws before the election in order to help them follow
the election rules:

See also NDVP TR Bylaw Annex A
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex B

3. Present a summary about the NDC member’s
qualifications, tasks and responsibilities, based on
the bylaw and discuss these with volunteers at the
meeting before the election takes place.

4. Be strict in following the rules about the election
procedure.

5. The NDC candidates should be provided with the
opportunity to present themselves, stating their own
reasons why they are qualified for this position (approx.
5 min).

6. Conduct an election with secret ballots.

7. Organize teams and NDV codes
(e.g. Neighborhood code / Team code / Member code).

See also NDVP TR Bylaw Annex A
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex B

Recommendation
Just before basic training is finished, ask the volunteers
to set up their own teams with the following conditions
( recommended by profess ional  exper ts ) :

• The teams should consist of 7-10 people.

• Team members should, as much as possible, live
close to one other.

• These pre-selected teams should identify their 
candidate for the post of a team leader before 
coming to the NDC election.

8. Introduce a chain of communication among
members, teams, team leaders, the NDC and the
PMU. For the chain of communication, see:

See also NDVP TR Bylaw Annex A
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex B

Remember
Initiating a chain of communication among volunteer
teams is not a difficult task. In order to keep it going,
test this chain frequently with emergency call exercises.
Chain of communication tests should become a routine.

9. After the election, prepare a written/drawn
organizational structure of the NDC and the teams
with names, contact numbers, and team codes.
Distr ibute that char t at the next meeting.

See also NDVP TR Neighborhood Monitoring 
Tables

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Democratic election
A real election is generally based on anonymous
voting.  Experience has shown that it is better to
support the outcome rather than oppose the result.
The election should be redone periodically maybe
every year: This is the correct time for a revision and
correction.
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6.3. Provide equipment and a
storage container.

What is the concern of this chapter?
The Neighborhood Disaster Support Center (NDSC)
is usually a container in the center of a neighborhood
where personal and team equipment is stored.  The
container, however, is not only a place to store the
equipment. It is also an operation center in case of
disaster / exercise and a meeting place for volunteers.
The list of team equipment which should be purchased
and stored in the container has been drawn up with
the help of local and international experts. The level
of technical standards was chosen according to the
requirements for a “light Search and Rescue Team”,
the financial resources available, the availability of
the equipment in the local market, and the availability
of spare parts.

See also Chapter 3.5 Procuring Equipment

What is the benefit?
Compared to a prefab or solid building, a container
is a much more feasible solution. Another advantage
in building a container can be found in the fact that
a container can be placed immediately in a safe
place located in the center of the neighborhood.
The availability of functioning and well-maintained
equipment is certainly necessary in case of a disaster.
The equipment is necessary as well in order to conduct
basic and follow up training. Furthermore, the
equipment creates a sense of ownership and invites
the NDVs participation in its maintenance.  The
motivating factor for volunteers handling their own
equipment should not be underest imated
Last but not least: A properly installed and maintained
NDSC creates visibility and acceptance for NDV
teams in their own neighborhood.

How to proceed?
1. Select a container place according to the following
criteria:

• The location should be in a relatively safe area,
protected from the immediate effects of a natural
hazard.

• Security against theft and vandalism should be
maximized.

• The container should be kept in a central location
in the neighborhood with easy access.

• Electrical power connection should be nearby.
• The container should be kept close to the facility

where basic training was conducted.
• The container should be kept on public land 

owned by the local authority.

A positive experience
Based on the NDVP experiences in Turkey, it was
found that keeping the container in a local school
garden was often a good option:

• There are often janitors in schools 24 hours a 
day, which helps in maintaining the security of
the container.

• Schools buildings are usually well built and 
centrally situated in the neighborhood.

• It is easy to arrange for an electrical supply.
• Schools can be used as a meeting place for 

regular meetings, etc.

2. Arrange for official permission for storing the
container.

3. Contact the local authority in order to have the
foundation for the container constructed.  Municipalities
usually have the means to build that sort of foundation.

4. Get support from the municipality to build the
foundation and for the electr ici ty supply.

5. Contact officials (municipality or governors) and
request a crane for transporting and placing the
container.

6. Sign an adapted protocol for situating the container.
Partners should be the District Governor, the municipality,
and the neighborhood head of the location where
the NDVC will be placed.

See also NDVP TR NDSC Protocol
NDVP TR Equipment List
NDVP TR Checklist of NDC Files in NDSC
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex C

7. Sign a “Temporary Handover Protocol” with the
neighborhood head as soon the equipment is delivered.

See also NDVP TR Temporary Handover Protocol



6.4. Legal Protocol between
NDVs and Civil Defense
Authorities

What is the concern of this chapter?
In some countries, the disaster response mechanism
is regulated by legislation. The respective laws foresee
the participation of volunteer teams as part of the
Disaster Management System.  The same can be
applied to the participation of volunteers in prevention
programs in order to create and increase public
awareness.  All these activities require good
cooperation with official disaster response units such
as Civil Defense and the Fire Brigade. In some
countries, as in Turkey, this cooperation is only possible
if done according to the respective laws.

What is the benefit?
Being in compliance and recognized by the disaster
management related authorities supports the
implementation of an NDVP considerably. With an
officially signed protocol, NDV teams become a part
of the official Disaster Management System and will
be recognized by professional SAR teams from different
professional and semi-professional SAR units.
If this recognition has taken place under the legal
protection of the government, an operational
relationship with professional SAR teams and officials
can be established. The legal base should permit
joint exercises with other disaster related units as well
as the organization of community activities in the
neighborhood.

How to proceed?
An NDVP has to be implemented based on national
legislation of disaster response and management.

1. The existing legislation should be checked to see
if it covers the specific needs of the volunteer system.

2. If existing legislation does not cover these needs,
either look for legislative adjustments or try to establish
an additional suitable protocol with officials.

See also    NDVP TR Civil Defense Protocol

3. Make arrangements to obtain official ID cards for
volunteers who have completed the basic training
and received thei r  personal equipment.
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6.5. The communication system

What is the concern of this chapter?
Major earthquakes generally have a major impact
upon an area’s communication system.  Phones do
not work, there is no electricity, and most of the time
mobile phone systems are also out of order.

However, complete and precise information concerning
the damage and its impact on the affected area is
necessary in order to organize an optimum response.

Two-way radio communication is a feasible solution
in emergencies and sometimes the only way to stay
in contact. Using license-free two-way UHF radios
facilitates the maintenance of these contacts in short
distances. These radios are fairly inexpensive and
they are very useful in establishing efficient
communications between team members during
operations.

For greater distances, a professional grade VHF/UHF
radio system with a repeater will be necessary. In
order to operate such a system, official permission is
required by the authorities. Sometimes it is possible
to have an agreement with the official disaster
management authority of a province to have limited
access to their existing radio communications system.
Another option is to receive the support and
cooperation of a local amateur radio association to
help establish longer distance communications.

During normal times it might be sufficient to establish
the chain of communication between NDVs with
mobile phones / SMS.

What is the benefit?
A reliable communication system is an important factor
for the response capacity of NDVs. A well established
communication system:

• Works in any conditions especially during major
disasters

• Creates a sense of ownership, participation and
better teamwork

• Increases the response capacity of NDVs

• Makes it easier to pass information to any member
of the team

• Allows the NDV team to mobilize more quickly

• Facilitates better cooperation with professional SAR
units and officials

• Supports the flow of information from neighborhoods
(with the help of NDVs) to the official emergency
response institutions

NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION
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How to proceed?
As illustrated on the table below, two-way radios
provide the best option for communications when the
telephone systems fail in the aftermath of a major
disaster. Therefore NDVs should be proficient in using
two-way radios.

See also NDVP TR Bylaw Annex A
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex B

1. Introduce chain of communication to NDVs.

See also  NDVP TR Bylaw Annex B

2. Provide license-free PMR frequency band two-way
UHF radios. Every team should have at least one
PMR radio set.  With PMR radios, teams can
communicate with each other and with the NDC in
the NDSC within short distances.

3. Check the applicable regulations in order to create
a medium range radio communications link between
official disaster management centers and NDCs.

4. In a later stage of the project implementation,
explore the possibility of establishing a medium range
radio communications system for the NDV groups, if
officially granted access to existing official
communications system is not possible.

Situation

• Normal

• In the aftermath of an actual
disaster

Available options for
communications

• Mobile phone and SMS

• Telephone

• License free UHF two- way 
radios

• Medium range two-way radio
communications system

Purpose

• Long and short range 
communications between all
parties

• Short range communications
within 1-3 km. Between NDV
teams and the NDC

• Medium range  
communications within the
province between the NDC
and authorities.
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7.1. District NDV centers (NDVC)

What is the concern of this chapter?
Each neighborhood has its own Neighborhood
Disaster Support Center, a 21m2 uninsulated container,
where volunteers  keep their equipment and also meet
during disasters. However, this center is not large and
comfortable enough for most meetings or training
sessions at the neighborhood or district level.

What is the benefit?
The presence of an NDV District Center at the district
level helps:

• Create better networking and cooperation among
NDVs f rom di f fe ren t  ne ighborhoods

• Foster solidarity and a sense of responsibility at
the neighborhood and district level

• Motivate NDVs by providing an atmosphere of
friendly competition

• Facilitate a good working and meeting 
environment for NDVs from 4-5 different 
neighborhoods NDVs get to know each other 
better

• To assist NDVs in organizing self-initiated activities
and becoming more visible in their districts

How to proceed?
1. Find a suitable location for the NDV center in the
district with the help of volunteer coordinators from
each neighborhood. This location should be:

• easily accessible for NDVs from different 
neighborhoods in the district

• located in a place suitable for meetings and 
training facilities

• located in a relatively safe location

2. Get experts’ opinion about the risks in this location.

3. Choose the location of the center in cooperation
with local officials.

• Municipalities are good help in term of 
infrastructure.

• It is important that the district government support
the idea of the NDV center.

4. Get the necessary permission for the location and
its construction.

Recommendation
The NDV center could be shared with other community
organizations. This will help to raise the visibility of
the NDVs and increase their support among the
community and officials. This is also important in terms
of networking.

5. Set up a radio communications system between
NDV centers. This will not only be necessary during
disasters but will also create better communication
among NDVs.

6. Encourage NDVs to take part in the set up process.
They can assist in tasks such as painting and light
construction. This will strengthen a sense of ownership
and responsibility for the center among NDVs.
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7.2. Social activities

What is the concern of this chapter?
Social activities have an important role in creating
better communication and solidarity.  After Basic
Training is finished, regular monthly meeting are
organized by NDCs. These meetings, however, are
not enough to foster a sense of “team spirit” among
NDVs.  Volunteers also need to spend enjoyable time
together. Carefully planned social activities are the
way to do that.

What is the benefit?
After Basic Training it is important to maintain a high
level of motivation among the NDVs.   Training,
exercises, and regular monthly meetings are not
enough to maintain this motivation. Thus, occasional
social activities should be organized by the PMU and
NDC in order to:

•Maintain a high level of motivation among NDVs
Create better team spirit

•Help NDVs learn how to work together and 
have fun at the same time

Social activities also present a good opportunity to
refresh NDVs Basic Training knowledge. Outdoor
events such as picnics and camping , for example,
could be combined with refresher exercises in skills
such as CPR.

How to proceed?
1. Make a yearly plan for social activities.

2. Contact other NGOs and experts for help in
organizing social activities.

3. Get the necessary permissions

4. Encourage NDCs and NDVs to organize activities
themselves with the help of experts and NGOs

5. Keep records of all activities, such as photographs
and the number of participants. This is important for
the monitoring process.

See also  NDVP TR NDV Activity Assessment Form
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7.3. Exercises and drills

What is the concern of this chapter?
Exercises and drills are the best way to keep the
knowledge and skills of NDVs fresh and updated.
While Basic Training provides the NDVs with a
combination of both theoretical and Practical training,
theoretical training can be forgotten easily if it is not
combined with exercises and drills.

What is the benefit?
• Exercises and drills help NDVs to transfer their 

theoretical knowledge into practice.

• With the help of exercises and drills, NDVs will 
have the opportunity to combine everything they 
learned during basic training.

• Properly planned and executed exercises improve
safety by instilling safety conscious behaviour.

• These activities also increase motivation among 
NDVs and create better team spirit.

How to proceed?
1. Make a yearly plan for exercises and drills.

2. Organize trainers according to your plans and
schedules.

3. Make necessary arrangements (such as food,
water, training notes) and get permission if necessary.

4. Involve officials (such as the Fire Brigade and Civil
Defense) with exercises and drills. Since NDVs are
going to work with professionals, it is important for
NDVs to have the opportunity to exercise with them.

5. Keep records during exercises to create data for
evaluation.

6. Always evaluate the exercise or drill with trainers
and NDVs after the activity.

See also  NDVP TR NDV Activity Assessment Form

Remember
There are many types of exercises and drills, such as
fire drills, SAR drills, mobilization drills, and radio
communications exercises.

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Self-organized emergency alarm exercises
NDVs can organize “emergency alarm” exercises,
which are relatively easy to organize.  These exercises
help test the communication chain of NDVs and let
them know how quickly they can respond to disasters
and meet in their NDSC.
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7.4. Community
services/awareness building
activities

What is the concern of this chapter?
While the principle aim of the NDVP is to organize
the skills of volunteers to respond locally in the event
of a disaster, raising community awareness is also an
important aspect of the NDVP mission. In order to
create this awareness, NDVs should organize
awareness-building activities and social events.

What is the benefit?
Awareness-building activities can assist NDVs in
spreading the message of disaster prevention in their
neighborhoods. This can not only assist in the
recruitment of volunteers, but can also be highly
beneficial in maintaining the goodwill of the local
community and public officials.

How to proceed?
1. Become more visible in the community by
participating and organizing activities such as:

• Helping schools and community places in the 
neighborhoods. Do some simple 
construction/repair work like painting in schools
when it is needed

• Working in close cooperation with teachers 
responsible for emergency matters in schools 
and organizing disaster awareness classes in 
schools

• Organizing self-initiated drills and exercises 
in their neighborhood and inviting community 
members and newspapers

• Organizing activities at the NDS Center that are
open to the public

Attention
Political parties would like to receive NDVs support
in their political activities through their participation
in night events, political meetings, and demonstrations.
NDVs should not take part in any political event or
should appear to be supporting any particular political
view. Absolute neutrality in these matters is extremely
crucial.

2.Work with governmental and non-governmental
organizations such as the Fire Brigade and Civil
Defense.

3.Get permission, when required, for these activities.

4.Evaluate all activities after the event.

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
During the NDVP implementation in Turkey, NDVs
attended `Coast cleaning campaigns` with other
NGOs which aim to create public awareness about
environmental problems.
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8.1. Roles and Responsibilities
of NDC members

What is the concern of this chapter?
The Neighborhood Disaster Committee (NDC): This
is the committee that is established in the neighborhoods
where the Neighborhood Disaster Support Project is
implemented.  Under the presidency of the
Neighborhood head, this committee is responsible
for realizing activities concerning the preparation of
the neighborhoods against disasters, increasing the
level of disaster awareness in the community, and
developing the present opportunities and capabilities
in the district to minimize damage caused by disasters.

The Neighborhood Disaster Committee (NDC) is
established to support Neighborhood Disaster
Volunteers (NDV) and consists of the neighborhood
head and four (4) direct members and their substitutes.
These are:
The Chairman: The Neighborhood head or the person
assigned by him/her
The Volunteer Coordinator
The Logistics Assistant
The Risk and Damage Assessor

What is the benefit?
NDCs have many tasks, including responsibilities
before, during, and after disasters. NDC members
have an important role in the organizational structure
of NDVs. The NDCs contribution to NDV teams is
closely related to their roles and responsibilities in the
neighborhood.

How to proceed?
1. Elect NDC members.  The election of NDC
members takes place in the first meeting following
the completion of Basic Training. NDC members are
elected preferably among people who had already
taken the basic NDV Training.

See also Chapter 6.2 The Election of NDC and
Building Teams

See also NDVP TR Bylaw Annex A
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex B

2. Follow the rules and regulations as described in
the bylaws.
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8.2. Training NDC members and
creating NDC standard forms

What is the concern of this chapter?
NDC members are part of the collective of NDVs and
they also have Basic NDV training.  However, after their
election they need further training in order to fulfill their
tasks and responsibilities.
Each NDC member has different tasks, meaning that
training content should also be different.
Standard forms are important tools for NDC members.

See also NDVP TR NDV Rapid Damage 
Assessment Form

NDVP TR NDV Teams Status Board
NDVP TR Check List of NDC Files in NDSC
NDVP TR Maintenance Operational 

Instruction
NDVP TR Equipment List
NDVP TR Container Evaluation Form

What is the benefit?
NDC training allows NDC members to fulfill their
responsibilities in the neighborhood organization.  With
the help of NDC training, NDC members will learn:

• About their roles and responsibilities
• What and how to manage their teams during both 

crisis and non-crisis periods
• Which forms to use in which conditions
• How to instill a sense of teamwork among NDVs

See also Chapter 8.1 Roles and Responsibilities of 
NDC Members
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex A
NDVP TR Bylaw Annex B

How to proceed?
1. Use training presentation, get experts’ opinions if
changes are necessary.

See also TRAINING/COURSE PRESENTATIONS/ 
NDC TRAINING
NDVP TR Exercise
NDVP TR NDC Logistics
NDVP TR NDC Risk and Assessment
NDVP TR NDC Volunteer Coord

2. Prepare the training facility.

See also Chapter 5.3 Choosing and Preparing the
Training Facility.

3. Use a checklist for training.

See also NDVP TR Training Check List

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
One-day training for all NDC members together
It is important that any NDC member should know the
task and responsibilities of the other NDC members. If
the NDC training for all NDC members takes place in
one day, members will better understand one another’s
responsibilities.
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9.1. Refresher training

What is the concern of this chapter?
Refresher training is a necessary tool in order to keep
NDVs’ Basic Training knowledge fresh and updated.
 Refresher training is a repetition of NDV Basic Training
modules on a regular basis.  Refresher training sessions
are organized by:

a) PMU (Twice a year)
b) NDCs (Regularly, according to their program)

Remember
The PMU should organize refresher training at least
twice a year.  However, two refresher training sessions
in a year are not enough for NDVs to keep their
knowledge fresh and updated. It is important to
encourage NDCs to keep in contact with trainers and
organize refresher training for themselves.

What is the benefit?
Refresher Training on regular basis:

• Helps NDVs to keep their Basic Training fresh and
updated

• Keeps NDVs ready for any disaster and 
emergencies

• Allows the PMU to inform NDVs about 
improvements and changes in the skills and 
techniques they have learned.

• Allows NDC members and NDVs to maintain 
contact with trainers

• Helps to improve networking between NDCs, 
officials and other SAR teams

• Motivates NDVs

How to proceed?
1. Make yearly plans for refresher training.

2. Help NDCs make their refresher training plans.

3. Help NDCs maintain contact with trainers.

4. Prepare training sessions and training facilities for
refresher trainings.

See also Chapter 5.3 Choosing and Preparing 
the Training Facility.

Recommendation
First Aid and SAR refreshers should have priority in
the planning since they are both commonly employed
in disaster response and are easily forgotten.
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9.2. Replacement central
training

What is the concern of this chapter?
While the number of NDVs who complete Basic
Training and join teams tends to average between
30 and 50, many of these individuals will eventually
drop out. For this reason, replacement training is
necessary in order to bring new volunteers to the
teams.

What is the benefit?
With replacement training:

• NDV teams in the neighborhood gain new ideas
and fresh blood with new volunteers

• They keep their efficient number of NDV in teams
to improve their capacity to respond

Furthermore, replacement training:

• Increases visibil i ty in the neighborhood

• Increases motivation among NDCs since they play
an important role in the mobilization process in 
the neighborhoods

How to proceed?
1. Make a yearly plan for replacement training.

2. Mobilize NDCs and NDVs in the neighborhood
and help them with PR work to recruit new volunteers.

3. Organize and prepare the training center.

See also Chapter 9.3 Establish a Re-training Center.

4. Get the necessary permission for the training center.

5. Run training programs and conduct Basic Training
for new volunteers.

See also Chapter 5 Basic Training

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Highly motivated New NDVs on the teams
New volunteers bring new energy to the teams. They
have fresh ideas about the role of NDVs in their
neighborhood, particularly as they have viewed NDVs
activities “from the outside” prior to becoming volunteers
themselves.
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9.3. Establish a re-training
center

What is the concern of this chapter?
Replacement training is open for new candidates
from different neighborhood so it should be run in a
suitable location which is accessible to NDV candidates
from different districts.  Establishing a permanent
retraining center is thus highly recommended.

What is the benefit?
Having a retraining center has many benefits.  With
this center:

• Replacement training could be organized on a 
regular basis more easily

Furthermore, this training center:

• Establishes good cooperation with officials and 
helps to create better networking with other 
organizations

• Creates visibility for NDVs and for the NDVP in 
terms of officials and the public

• Helps the PMU to organize training in one place
and lessen the work load for staff and NDVs

• Creates better communication among NDCs and
NDVs

• Could also be used regularly for meetings by 
NDCs from different districts

How to proceed?
1. Find a suitable location for the training center.

A hint
Training centers used by Civil Defense or the Fire
Brigade could also be used as a training center for
the NDVP.  In this case, NDVs can further benefit by
closer contact wi th these organizat ions.

2. Sign a protocol with the facility owner, stipulating
that the training center will be also be used for activities
such as NDV-NDC training sessions and meetings.

3. Prepare a checklist for the needs of the training
center.

4. Follow the standards for suitable training.

See also Chapter 5.3 Choosing and Preparing 
     the Training Facility.
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What is the concern of this chapter?
It is not possible to cover many subjects with NDV
Basic Training.  After NDV Basic Training volunteers
often want to specialize in different aspects of disaster
response and prevention in their teams.  Some NDVs
would like to take advanced First Aid training, learn
more about SAR techniques, or receive TT for disaster
awareness.

Some neighborhoods, moreover, are under the risk
of disasters which are not covered in the NDV Basic
Training. It is therefore important to organize and run
advanced training after the NDV Basic Training
according to the needs in the neighborhood.

Advanced training is open to any NDVs willing to
participate, but is not compulsory.

What is the benefit?
Advanced training:

• Allows the PMU to keep NDV Basic Training short
and efficient

• Allows NDVs to get better knowledge in the specific
subject they choose

• Increases the motivation of NDVs

How to proceed?
1. Define and plan necessary advanced training
sessions as necessary.

2. Make contact with professional trainers, as well
as local and international consultants about the training
program and handouts.

3. Make contact with institutions such as the Red
Cross/Red Crescent, Civil Defense, or the Forestry
Ministry about scheduling possible training modules.

4. Prepare training notes following the advice of
experts.

See also Chapter 5 Basic Training

Experience in Turkey
During the NDVP Turkish implementation 4 modules
are designed for Advanced training:
1- Basic SAR
2- First Aid
3- Flood
4- Forest Fire safety

A positive experience in Turkey
SAR and First Aid training have become standard
features of Advanced training and are given in all
neighborhoods. However, Flood and Forest Fire safety
training sessions are given according to the risk in
the neighborhood.

In the Turkish example one person from each team
took First aid advanced training from the Red Crescent.
Basic SAR training was open to everybody interested
in the training with the recommendation that at least
two persons from each team participated.
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11.1. Exchange among
neighborhoods

What is the concern of this chapter?
Networking between NDV teams from other
neighborhoods is necessary.  Networking means
activities such as the transfer of knowledge, organizing
joint activities, and joint meetings.

What is the benefit?
Networking among NDVs:

• Creates better cooperation among NDVs
Improves team spirit

• Facilitates smooth competition between NDV teams
from different neighborhoods

• Prepares a platform for NDVs from different 
neighborhood to be able to work together

How to proceed?
In order to create a network among neighborhoods:

1. Organize joint activities.

2. Organize monthly meetings at the district level.

3. Organize NDC meetings regularly.

4. Organize social benefit activities.

5. Set up NDV centers at the district level.

See also Chapter 7.1 District NDV Centers

6. Set up radio communication between districts.

See also Chapter 6.5 The Communication 
System

Lessons learned:
A positive experience
Regular meetings among NDCs created better
networking and cooperation among volunteers.
NDCs and NDVs know about other NDVs activities.
They organize joint activities, exercises and drills.
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11.2. Exchange with other
organizations

What is the concern of this chapter?
Organizations with which NDVs could network include:

a) Volunteer SAR organizations
b) Official SAR organizations
c) Community benefit volunteer organizations

The networking of NDVs with these organizations is
essential, as NDVs will need to work with these
organizations in the event of a disaster.

What is the benefit?
Networking with those organizations:

• Widens NDVs perspectives in terms of SAR activities
Increases motivation among NDVs

• Creates visibility and recognition in their community

• Creates good cooperation with other organizations
during actual disasters

• Allow NDVs and the PMU to set up an efficient 
training pool and training facility

• Creates visibility and recognition at the official 
level

• Over the long term helps NDVs to integrate into 
the official disaster response system

Networking allows NDVs to learn more about other
volunteers’ activities and also gives NDVs the
opportunity to talk about their work with others.

How to proceed?
1. Find out about related local and national
organizations.

2. Organize joint activities.

3. Get trainers for TT training from these official
organizations.

See also Chapter 3.3 Finding Suitable Trainers

4. Organize joint drills and exercises.

5. Send your monthly bulletin to these organizations
to inform them about your activities.

6. Attend their activities.

7. Share your NDV centers at the district level with
other community benefit organizations and support
their activities.
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12.1. Internal
Communication/information
transfer

Internal communication is between:

• NDCs and NDVs

• NDCs and Team Leaders

• NDVs and PMU

• NDVs and officials

• The PMU and officials

• The PMU internal

Tools for internal communication and information
transfer include:

• Reporting

• News Bulletins

• Web Site

Information should be shared and transferred.  This
is the question of transparency.  Regular meetings, a
reporting system, news bulletins and a web site will
pave the way for NDVs to transfer information and
knowledge and create better communication with
one another and others.
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12.2. Reporting

What is the concern of this chapter?
• Reports are prepared by the NDC.

Reporting is an important tool for the PMU in order
to have information about neighborhood activities
and is also a good tool for internal communication
in the neighborhood.  NDCs give reports during
monthly meetings to NDVs about their overall 
activities. Volunteer Coordinators and Logistics 
Assistants give reports regularly to other NDVs and
to the PMU.  Reports to the PMU should be written.

 The NDC prepares two reports every month:

a) Activity-meeting  reports by the Volunteer Coordinator
b) Regular Maintenance reports by the Logistics 

Assistant

• Reports are prepared by Field officers to the PMU
management.

An efficient implementation process can only be
possible with a correct information flow from the
neighborhood.  Field officers will gain this information
and report the progress to the management.

What is the benefit?
Reports prepared by NDCs:

• Allow the NDCs to give information about their 
activities to the PMU and other NDV members

• Allow the PMU to monitor the process in the 
neighbourhoods

• Create written documents for future NDV members
to follow

How to proceed?
1. Define the way of reporting.

2. Define the period of reporting. Monthly reports
from NDCs are sufficient. Frequency of reports from
Field officers to PMU managers could be weekly.

3. Prepare/use a standard format for NDVs and
encourage them to use this form.

See also NDVP TR NDC Monthly Report
NDVP TR Periodic Maintenance Report

4. Prepare/use standard format for Field Staff reports.

See also NDVP TR Field Check List Report
NDVP TR Weekly Field Report
NDVP TR Field Observation Form
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12.3. NDV News Bulletin

What is the concern of this chapter?
The News Bulletin is an open platform for NDVs.
Any NDV could write an article for the NDV News
Bulletin about their activities, concerns, and thoughts.
 The News Bulletin is published regularly, is 2-4 pages
in length, and is distributed to all NDVs, officials and
other organizations.

What is the benefit?
With the help of the News Bulletin, NDVs can make
their voices heard.

News Bulletins:

• Allow NDVs to talk about their activities and 
expectations from the project.

• Allow NDVs to know about other NDV groups 
activities

• Create discussion platform for NDVs

• Help to create better networking internally as well
as with outside organizations

How to proceed?
1. Set-up a bulletin committee among NDVs in order
to:

• Collect news from neighborhoods

• Work as an executive board and decide about
the news

• Prepare bulletins for publication

2. Allow the NDV bulletin committee to attend a
workshop on how to prepare a bulletin in order to
receive specialized assistance in this regard.

3. Distribute NDV news bulletins to:

• NDVs trough NDCs

• Neighborhood heads

• Local, regional and national of ficials

• Professional and semi-professional SAR teams

• Other related volunteer organizations
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12.4. External Communication

What is concern of this chapter?
External communication is between

• NDVs and the national community

• NDVs and national officials

• NDVs and the international community

What is the benefit?
External communication could only be possible to
establish good contact with local, national and
international media.  This network needs to be
maintained and regularly feed with information.  Press
should become an important part of the project so
that they can consistently support the NDVP and create
publicity for the project.

How to proceed?
1. Set up a good network with printed media, TV, 

Radio etc.

2. Use the following tools for external communication:

- Web Site
- Press releases, articles
- TV programs
- Project Presentation
- Printed PR materials



12.5. Website

What is the concern of this chapter?
The website is a tool for both internal and external
communication, allowing the NDVP to both
communicate with volunteers and with the web
community at large.

What is the benefit?
Having an NDVP website:

• Allows NDVs and the PMU to give updated 
information about the project

• Creates an open discussion site for NDVs, the 
NDC, trainers and the PMU

• Helps to facilitate networking among NDVs, officials,
governmental organizations and NGOs

• Increases the visibility of the project on the local,
national and international levels

• Allows NDVs to follow the progress of the NDVP

• Allows NDVs to follow other NDV and NGO 
activities

The website can also be used for the transfer of
information among all parties

How to proceed?
1. Make the necessary application to get an address
for the NDVP country implementation.

2. Establish the necessary links with permission in
order to increase the number of your site visitors.

3. Inform NDVs and the community about the existence
of NDVP web site.

4. On the NDVP web site create an open forum for
NDVs to allow them to carry on their discussions on
the web.

5. Create a forum for trainers so that they can discuss
and provide information about their activities.

6. Prepare the website in English as well as in the
language of the country.

See also   www.mag.org.tr
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12.6. Press Releases

What is the concern of this chapter?
Press releases present, in simple language, the relevant
data regarding an event. The media should be made
aware of the subject so it can report on it.  This means
that a press release makes sense only when there is
real news to report.

What is the benefit?
Press releases are simply calls for press.  In addition
to the benefit of external communication, press releases:

• Help the PMU to contact and inform the press 
quickly about an event.

• Allow the PMU to transfer brief and vital information
updates and coverage.

• Allow the PMU to announce activities and try to 
get press coverage in the print and broadcast 
media.

How to proceed?
1. Decide internally if the time is right to present the
public with a press release.

2. Decide what the press release should convey.

Remember
Press releases are short and concise, starting with the
most important information and going into detail.
Explanations and background are at the end or in
attached material.

3. Prepare a checklist including the following questions:

• Is all the information provided correct?

• Are all names, designations and dates correct?

• Are the sentences short and understandable?

4. Draw up a schedule to make sure if other important
news is expected on the day planned for the activity
and press release.

5. Draw up a distribution list, organized according
to method of distribution (fax, post, e-mail).

6. Find contact people in the media and send the
press release to these people.

7. Call important newsrooms to follow up on press
release. Did they receive it? Is more information
needed? Would they like to interview you?

8. Prepare media kit in order to distribute before the
activity starts.

A media kit should contain:
• Press release

• Sheet with names and functions of the speakers

• Explanations, official statements

• Texts of the speeches

• Fact sheets

• Illustrations: photos, maps, graphics

• Leaf le ts, posters, postcards, brochures

• Paper and pen with NDV logo



12.7. TV Programs, News
Conferences, Interviews

What is the concern of this chapter?
One of the standard instruments of Public relations
work is the press conference. On such occasions
information about an NDVP is presented and time is
given for questions and interviews.  During TV
interviews, the TV presenter decides the subject and
the time frame.  Press conferences are rather different.
 The PMU (the organizer) determines the subject of
the press conference and sends out the invitations.

What is the benefit?
Despite having Internet communication, TV is still the
most important mass communication medium in terms
of accessibility. TV programs and interviews on TV:

• It create awareness in the community about the 
NDVP

• It is the most and effective way to pass your 
messages to the community

• It can, in the long term, shorten your mobilization
process in the neighborhoods

When to do it?
News conferences and TV interviews are called when
there is something substantially new to report.  Suitable
news includes:

• Conclusion of a cooperation agreement

• Signing of an agreement

• Start of a new project

• Start of a new project or the beginning of a new
phase

• VIP visit from abroad

• Introduction of a new product

• Launch of a new publication

• Awarding a prize

• Project success story

• Announcement of an important event such as the
beginning of training, practical trainings, or the 
opening of NDV district center.

How to proceed?
1.Use checklist for the press conferences.

Preparation checklist
• Determine the goals of the news conference
• Decide on the message
• Assign a moderator
• Choose a room
• Set the time and date
• Limit the length to one hour and no more
• Send invitations

• Decide who and which media will be invited

• Organize the arrival of the speakers

• Prepare media kits

See also   Chapter 12.6 Press Releases

2.Use the checklist for the TV programs and interviews.

Preparation checklist
• Set up the date for the interview according to TV

program with TV presenter.

• Arrange to receive the questions beforehand and
prepare clear text for the interviews.

• Get all the necessary data, information from field
before the interview.
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12.8. News on newspapers &
television

What is the concern of this chapter?
News coverage of an NDVP could be:

• News coverage of activities, drills and exercises

• News coverage of actual responses

• General articles about the NDVP

What is the benefit?
News coverage of NDVs events will help:

• NDVs to clarify their mission to the community

• NDVs become more visible in the community

• Create good ground for NDVs and the PMU to 
give clear messages about the objectives of the 
NDVP

See also Chapter 12.6 Press Releases
Chapter 12.7 TV Programs, News 

Conferences, Interviews
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12.9. Presentations

What is the concern of this chapter?
Project presentations are an important tool as they
give the first information and images about the project.
 The NDVP project presentations vary according to
their different target groups:

• Presentation for general public

• Presentation for local and national official

• Presentat ion for internat ional meetings

For different target groups, different presentations are
prepared.  Presentations of the NDVP give information
about project objectives, target groups, the
geographical area, project components, and results.

What is the benefit?
• A Power Point presentation is an instrument to 

introduce the NDVP to public.

• Presentation will help the PMU members to introduce
the NDVP to the general public in order to recruit
volunteers.

• Help the PMU give information about the project
in a concise manner.

Remember
The presentation should attract people’s attention, 
and it should include photographs and summaries 
of information in a manner that is more effective 
than a verbal presentation alone.

How to proceed?
1. Prepare a short but attractive NDVP Power Point
presentation

The presentation should cover the following material:

• History of NDVP project

• Objectives of the project

• Project partners (if there are any)

• Project components

• Recruitment process

• Concept of NDV Basic training

• Criteria to become NDV

• Neighborhood organization

• Refresher trainers

• Equipment and NDSC

• Exercises, drills and activities

• Social activities

• Current status

• Statistics

• Pictures of actual NDV activities

2. Revise the presentations according to needs and
process in time.

3. Use the presentation on the first training night to
NDV candidates before starting for training program.
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12.10. Visual Library

What is the concern of this chapter?
It is important to record NDV activities with a camera,
collect all press coverage about the NDVP, and have
a visual library.
A visual library conveys:

• Newspaper articles about the NDVP

• TV coverage of the NDVP

• Visually recorded NDV activities by the PMU or 
NDVs

Keeping a visual library for the project is an important
step in institutionalization process.

What is the benefit?
A Visual library:

• Creates visual documents of NDVs activities

• Provides the PMU and NDVs with visual materials
for PR work such project presentations and 
newspaper articles

• Creates records about the project for potential 
NDV members

How to proceed?
1. Follow local and national press (main 4-5)
newspapers daily.

2.Sign a protocol with an agency which follows and
records news coverage related to the NDVP.

3.Visually record all NDVP activities.

4.Use efficient numbering system.
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13.1. Design a Monitoring Plan

What is the concern of this chapter?
Monitoring is a continuous process of observation of
important indicators that enables PMU to make
appropriate decisions and steer the project. Monitoring
involves systematic collection of relevant data on
selected indicators regarding project activities and
progress towards the achievement of project outputs
and objectives, as well as subsequent interpretation
of these indicators.
An efficient monitoring process requires a monitoring
plan.  All PMU members should fully understand what
is being measured, as well as when and in what
manner activities are to be measured.

What is the benefit?
Preparing a monitoring plan allows the PMU to:

• Collect necessary data in early stage of the project,
which also helps the monitoring of the project for
the long run.

• Help the PMU manager better understand the key
questions and indicators for efficient monitoring 
and decision making.

How to proceed?
1. Use the monitoring plan chart prepared for the
NDVP

See also NDVP TR Monitoring Tool
NDVP TR Monitoring Plan

2. Define your indicators, key question and type of
data to be collected in your plan.

3. Make necessary changes according to situation
in the field.

4. Use the monitoring chart for different stages and
components of the project.

• Set-up

• Implementation

• Mobilization

• Training

• Organization

• Equipment

5. Get observations from the field regularly. Use
standardized forms for f ield obser vation.

See also NDVP TR Field Observation Form
NDVP TR Periodic Maintenance Form
NDVP TR Periodic Maintenance Report
NDVP TR NDSC Inspection Report
NDVP TR Neighborhood Questionnaire

On Sustainability
NDVP TR Neighborhood Questionnaire

On Satisfaction
NDVP TR Container Evaluation Form

6. Use your database. Your data should match your
key questions and your indicators.

Attention

• Is the indicator relevant ?

• Do we really monitor what is important?

• Is the indicator suitable for the specific situation?

• Is there a connection between the indicator and 
field of observation?

• ‹s there a direct connection between the changes
to be recorded and the objectives of the 
implementation?
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13.2. Process Monitoring
(reporting)

What is the concern of this chapter?
Process monitoring is applied at different stages of
the project, including:

• Overall-start up

• Implementation

• Mobilization

• Training

• Organization

Field staff and NDC reports are the main information
sources for process monitoring. With process
monitoring, the PMU measures:

STAGES OF THE PROJECT

Overall-start up

Implementation

Mobilization

Training

Organization

PROCESS

Regularity, types of activities initiated by NDV neighborhood
groups and associations.

Degree to which provincial organizations are able to act
without direction or direct inputs from the national
organization.

Existence of self-initiated activities and participation rates
by NDV groups and/or associations of neighborhood
groups

Approach and methods employed to contact and mobilize
the neighborhoods during the recruitment phase.
Proportion of women in the volunteer groups

An indication of volunteer’s active participation in training
sessions such as participation, completion rates.

Quality and effectiveness of training by continuous evaluations

Readiness of volunteers to contribute to the organization
and costs of training

Local support/contribution in establishing the “crisis center”

Response capacity and effectiveness
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What is the benefit?
For process monitoring, the PMU checks various
indicators at different stages of the project.  This
allows the PMU to observe:

• Number of self-initiative activities

• Attendance at these activities

• Drop-out rate in activi t ies and training

• Attendance of regular monthly meetings

• Proportion of women

• Approach and methods employed to contact 
during mobilization

• Participation in training
• Readiness of volunteers to contribute to the 

organization of training
• Self-initiated activities between NDV group in an

area or region
• Indication for involvement of volunteers in model

development

In order to observe these process indicators data
base will help you. Field staff observation is very
important in monitoring qualitative indicators such as
the readiness of volunteers to contribute to training.

How to proceed?
1. Use a database.

2. Introduce reporting system for field staff.

See also NDVP TR Field Observation Form
NDVP TR NDSC Inspection Report
NDVP TR Neighborhood Questionnaire

On Sustainability
NDVP TR Neighborhood Questionnaire

On Satisfaction
NDVP TR Field Check List Report
NDVP TR Field Observation Form

3. Introduce reporting system for NDCs/NDVs.

See also NDVP TR NDC Monthly Report
NDVP TR Periodic Maintenance Report

4. Insert data from field to your monitoring plan.

5. Evaluate data.

6. Take necessary action according to results.

See also NDVP TR Monitoring Tool
NDVP TR Monitoring Plan

INDICATORS

Drop-out in neighborhoods

Drop-out in number of self-initiative
activities

ACTIONS

Organize retraining

Interview volunteers who want to leave

Organize activities such as picnics and camping trips  to
increase motivation

Organize drills

Motivate NDCs to organize activities
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13.3. Progress Monitoring
(efficiency, results, impact)

What is the concern of this chapter?
Progress monitoring is simply an observation of
progress in the project.  Progress monitoring indicators
should be watched for a certain period of time in
order to do efficient monitoring.

With progress monitoring you measure:

STAGES OF THE PROJECT

Overall-start up

Implementation

Mobilization

Training

Organization

PROGRESS

- The NDV program is operating in (… number of) provinces
- The number of neighborhood NDV groups in each

province is expanding

- Number of NDV groups and volunteers established
- Total program cost in relation to these numbers

Is implementation on schedule?
Is the program on budget?
What problems have arisen?
What are the reasons for eventual delays or cost increases?

- Number of neighborhoods mobilized
- Number of volunteers signed up for training
- Training attendance levels

How many work-months input are required to mobilize one
neighborhood?

- Number of volunteers applying for training
- Number of volunteers completing training

What number (or proportion) of volunteers successfully
completes training?
What work-month input is required to implement training?
What is total cost of training?

- Number of neighborhoods in which teams are formed
- Number of NDVs established
- Number of disaster centres established (facility/equipment)
- Number of NDVs communication networks established
- Number of protocols signed
- Number of links with NCD established

How many NDV groups are operational?
What is the total cost of establishing an NDV group?
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What is the benefit?
Measuring these indicators allows the PMU managers
to make efficient plan for the future implementation.

Questions to be decided:

• With how many staff?

• For how long?

• How many volunteers to recruit?

Do not forget
Indicators should reveal differences, be it between
two points in time or between differing situations.
They should also facilitate the decision-making process.

Is the indicator sensitive enough to register relevant
changes?

Do differences become noticeable at all in the period
of time allowed between two collections of data?

How to proceed?
1.Use indicators and col lect your data.

2.Use the database.

Attention
Are Indicators defined clearly ?  does everybody
records the same data with agreed methods?

3. Take your feedback from the field into account.

4. Fill up monitoring plan chart with your data.

5. Take action according to results.

See also   NDVP TR Monitoring Tool

INDICATORS

Drop-out rate rises
during training

REASONS

Do training notes need to be revised?

Is training schedule not suitable?

Is training facility no good?

ACTIONS

Revise handouts

Revise schedule for next training

Find better training facility.
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14.1. Evaluate monitoring results

What is the concern of this chapter?
Self-evaluation of the project or the monitoring result
is an important factor of project development.
Evaluation should be done at various stages of the
project. However, it is very important to evaluate your
monitoring results at every stage in order to see the
next steps clearly.
Evaluation should be done throughout the process
and should be based upon:

• Guiding principles of the PMU, objectives and 
purposes

• Work content and results

• Involved persons

• Relationships and cooperation

• Work routines

• Work environment, time factor

What is the benefit?
An NDV project presents a complex network of
different parties from different levels and units.  In
NDVP activities, different parties play different roles
but have a common objective: strengthening the
capacity of civil society against disasters.

Evaluating your monitoring result helps:

• All parties to see more clearly how close they are
to their aims

• The project development and help parties reach 
their aim

• To create new guidelines to follow in order to 
reach your aims

How to proceed?
1. All necessary data collected during the monitoring
process should be discussed among the PMU members,
with other parties or partners, and with volunteers.

2. Organize regular meetings for evaluating the
monitoring result.

3. Prepare clear tables and chart of monitored results.
This will help to make for a more efficient evaluation.

4. During evaluation, use different methods:

• Discussion

• Exchange of ideas

• Group-dynamic confrontation

• Reflection and self-examination

• Self observation

Comparison with each year-month-events result (such
as time frame and attendance rate) survey, testing the
skills learned in application if you are evaluating the
result of a training activity

5. Evaluation instruments should be chosen according
to what is being evaluated:

• Survey, testing skills learned, instrument: 
questionnaires, practical tests

• Quantitative and qualitative recording, instrument:
calculating charts, time measures, attendance 
levels.

• Self-observation or observation on NDV teams,
instrument: monthly reports, inspection reports,
observation forms, course evaluation forms.

See also NDVP TR Periodic Maintenance Report
NDVP TR NDSC Inspection Report
NDVP TR Field Observation Form
NDVP TR Neighborhood Monitoring Tables
NDVP TR NDC Monthly Report
NDVP TR Neighborhood Questionnaire

On Satisfaction
NDVP TR Neighborhood Questionnaire

On Sustainability
NDVP TR Practical Course Evaluation Form
NDVP TR Theoretical Course Evaluation Form
NDVP TR NDV Activity Assessment Form
NDVP TR Level Measure Exam
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14.2. Modify program
components
(Theoretical and practical knowledge and skills)

What is the concern of this chapter?
Modifying project components and implementation
procedures is vital to improving the project’s impact.
However, the project can only be positively modified
in response to frank suggestions and criticism regarding
defects in the existing program.

What is the benefit?
The evaluation of monitoring results should lead you
to make the necessary changes and modifying the
stage or components of the project.  This should be
the aim of the monitoring and evaluation process.

Modification can be done at different stages of the
project, including:

• Implementation process

• Training-NDC, NDV and TT, Refresher Trainings

• Selection criteria’s- District, Neighborhood and 
Volunteers

• Equipment

• Documentation and standard forms

Modifying the NDVP components helps to improve
the benefits of the project and helps the PMU reach
its goals.

How to proceed?
Necessary modification should be undertaken
systematically according to your monitoring results.
Do not forget that any modification you make in one
component will affect the other components,
beneficiaries and parties of the project in the form of
a chain reaction. Therefore, it is important to:

1. Evaluate your monitoring result very carefully.

2. Specify the changes in necessary components,
such as:

• Implementation: Selection of District, Neighborhood,
Volunteers

• Training: NDC, NDV, TT, Refresher Trainings

• Equipment: Type of equipment- size of storage-
radio connection

• Documentation or standard forms: Forms can be
modified according to your needs

See also Part 3 Tools

3. Consult experts, field officers about this change
and get feedback from the field.

4. Be very transparent about the modification and
inform other parties (such as volunteers and partners)
about necessary changes with clear explanations.

Experience in Turkey
NDVP implementation in Turkey was the pilot
implementation of the project.  Therefore, many
modifications took place with regard to training notes,
folders, equipment, and other subjects. These changes
have always been undertaken according to evaluation
results and the opinion of experts consulted beforehand.
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BUDGET

What is the concern of this chapter?
Success and sustainability of the project greatly
depends on sufficient and reliable financial support.
This chapter provides an overview of the financial
requirements and budgetary planning of the NDSP
based on the Turkish experience

What is the benefit?
To better understand the required financial resources
to help plan the project budget more realistically.
Project sponsors will require a well planned budget
before they provide any funding.

Planning and controlling revenues and expenditures,
in other words, budgeting, is one of the principal
processes involved in using public resources. In this
sense, the primary issue in budgeting and controlling
of revenues and expenditures is to know where, how,
and when the revenues would be obtained, while
the second stage is to project when and how the
revenues would be spent in an effective manner. The
third stage, following these two stages, pertains to a
system of monitoring the realization of expenditures
as well as revenues in accordance with the budgets;
and this system brings along the matter of an effective
System of Accounting Records.

One of the important elements of an effective System
of Accounting Records pertains to tracking the
expenditures in sub-categories that are consistent with
the objectives in question. To those ends, the following
procedure would need to be implemented first:

• Fully define the activity.

• Categorize the stages that need to be implemented
in order to achieve the objectives.

• Identify the items of expenditures as required for 
the stages thus categorized.

• Develop the records system in such a manner that
it would conform to international standards; that 
it can be integrated with SDC’s Accounting System;
and that it would be easy to understand.

How to proceed?
As regards the Project in question, one can view the
subject breakdown in 4 for categories.

1. PMU expenditures
2. Pre-training expenditures
3. Training expenditures
4. Mater ials and equipment expendi tures
5. Post-training expenditures

1. PMU expenditures
PMU expenditures are in a sense those Activity
expenditures that are of an overhead expenditure
nature; it covers Personnel Salaries and Expenditures;
Rent; utilities, repair and maintenance, telephone and
similar expenditures for the Office; Office Furniture
and Equipment; expenditures on training equipment
and materials that could be used in any training
program; domestic and international travel and
accommodation expenditures; Office vehicle
expenditures; Office allowance for representation,
drinks, etc; mailing expenditures; Expenditures for
general purpose brochure, posters, and films / videos
for promotion; and other similar expenditures.

2. Pre-Training Expenditures
These expenditures, as a matter of principle, are
categories of expenditures covering preliminary work
prior to commencement of fieldwork. These
expenditures generally pertain to a period during
which brochures are printed and distributed,
promotional material is duplicated, and meetings are
held with the volunteers and, in the general sense,
the training activities are planned together with the
volunteers.
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3. Training expenditures
Training Expenditures is an item that covers expenditures
made during the stage of training that is provided to
Volunteers. These expenditures cover Instructor fees;
rent and related expenditures made for the premises
where the Training activity is carried out; donations
and assistance made for this purpose; and other
expenditures made during the training activity for
drinks and other representation items, transportation,
duplication of training materials, and expenditures
for the ceremony held after training.

4. Materials and equipment expenditures
These expenditures pertain to equipment that the
Neighborhood Volunteer Organizations would use
in case of a disaster; the said equipment is usually
kept indoors, such as containers, and entrusted with
local administrators.

5. Post-training expenditures
Post-training expenditures cover assistance and
donations to volunteers who have completed their
training and in general they are expenditures made
for assuring continuity of the organization.

Securing the necessary financial support is probably
the greatest challenge at the start. In the Turkish
example the project had the advantage of secured
and stable funding by the SDC. The sponsors will
want to know how much it will cost, what are the
expenditure items and they will always make a
cost/benefit analysis before they provide funding.

Experience in Turkey
May vary from one country to another. In Turkey high
inflation rates required careful financial planning to
remain within budget.

Attention
Strict control and regular monitoring of the budget is
very important. Financial officer should provide regular
financial status reports to the project management.

Do not forget
Always allow a margin of safety for unforeseen
expenditures in the budget.

EXPENSE CATEGORY  APPROXIMATE
COSTS ($)

Outreach & Recruitment 2,000

Training 3,000

Container & Equipment 15,000

Subtotal One-Time Investment 20,000

Annual Maintenance Cost Per MAG 1,000




